The review covers recent developments and achievements in the dynamical description of fission process at high excitation energy. It is shown that the dynamical approach based on multidimensional Langevin equations combined with the statistical description of nuclear decay by particles evaporation is capable of fairly well describing the formation of fission fragment mass-energy, charge, and angular distributions of fission fragments in coincidence with the pre-and post-scission particle emission. The final yields of fission and evaporation residues channels products could be obtained. The detailed description of fission dynamics allows studying different stages of fission process, indicating the most important ingredients governing fission process and studying in detail such fundamental nuclear properties as nuclear viscosity and fission timescale. The tasks and perspectives of multidimensional dynamical approach are also discussed.
Introduction
The nuclear fission is a magnificent phenomenon of a quantal large-scale collective motion during which the substantial rearrangement of initial compound nucleus results in its splitting on two or more parts. However, the character of the compound nucleus evolution is still not well established, and it is not yet understood in detail how the original compound nucleus is transformed into a variety of fission products. Just after the discovery of inducedfission of uranium by Hahn, Meitner and co-authors [1, 2] , the substantial efforts in the experimental and theoretical studies of this process were undertaken. The spontaneous fission of the uranium was discovered in 1940 by Flerov and Petrzhak. Since then the fission phenomenon is widely investigated because of the military and the power plant applications.
In given conditions almost every nucleus can split into two or more fragments. However, in the present paper we will mainly focus on the discussion of the fusion-fission process. The compound nucleus (CN) is created in the collision of two ions at moderate energies. Ordinarily, this kind of reaction can provide even exotic systems, which are far from the stability line. The energy of the collision is transformed into excitation energy of the created nucleus. The hot system is unstable, thus the internal energy could be changed into the deformation energy, rotaa e-mail: katarzyna.mazurek@ifj.edu.pl tional energy and/or energy of emitted particles and γrays. The sharp limits of beam energies and angular momenta which define the fusion-fission process are difficult to give but in general, this reaction can occur for excitation energies E = 0-250 MeV and angular momenta 0-100h. There are obviously reactions which compete with fusion-fission such as the quasi-fission, fusion-evaporation, nucleon transfer or in extreme-deep-inelastic or multifragmentation. However the most dominant in this range of excitation energies and angular momenta are the fusionfission and fusion-evaporation and quasi-fission channels. The quasi-fission channel becomes important at high angular momenta.
Soon after the discovery of fission, Bohr and Wheeler suggested to describe the fissioning nucleus [3] using the macroscopic analogy of a charged liquid drop. Within this picture, fission results from the competition between disrupting Coulomb repulsion and stabilizing surface tension effects. Following the ideas of Bohr and Wheeler, fission models based on the level densities of the nucleus at the ground state and at the transition state were developed. The transition state may be assumed as the fission saddle or scission point [4] . Different variants of the transitionstate model emerged in the mean time. The ideas developed in the scission-point model of Wilkins et al. [5] were particularly successful in explaining fragment formation in low-energy fission. However, the aforementioned models based on statistical considerations, only, do not include the dynamics of the fission process that starts from the ground state, passes through the saddle point and finally reaches the scission point. Along this shape evolution, light particles (hereafter called pre-scission) may be emitted, modifying the excitation energy and potential-energy surface of the system in the course of its decay. Additionally, inertia and friction forces may be exerted on the system. In order to account for the dynamics, an original idea was given by Kramers [6] , which considers fission as a dissipative diffusion process. Indeed, the discrepancy between experimental results and predictions by Bohr and Wheeler transition-state model were interpreted as an indication of the non-equilibrium dynamical nature of the fission process. Following the Kramers idea [6] , most recent dynamical models of fission are transport theories. Inclusion of dynamical effects removes uncertain assumptions, like establishment of statistical equilibrium at a specific transition state, the fact that the nucleus trajectory faithfully follows the bottom of the fission valley, etc.
Since the mid-1980s, when deep inelastic transfer reactions were first discovered [7] , stochastic methods have also been widely used in nuclear physics. Using an approach that he named the diffusion model, Kramers proposed describing nuclear fission with a small number of degrees of freedom, which would then interact with a thermostat formed by all the other single-particle degrees of freedom. Under these circumstances, the collectivevariable dynamics becomes similar to Brownian-particle dynamics, since the collective subsystem energy varies only slightly during one act of interaction with a singleparticle subsystem. The motion in such a physical model is adequately described by the set of the Langevin equations or by the physically equivalent Fokker-Planck equation (FPE), introduced for the description of the distribution function of collective coordinates and their conjugate momenta.
Using the analogy between nuclear-fission dynamics and Brownian-particle motion, Kramers calculated the diffusion rate of Brownian particles, which are initially located in a potential well, through a potential barrier separating the initial and final states of a system. With this approach, Kramers refined the Bohr and Wheeler equation [3] for fission width obtained one year earlier. The Kramers refining factor takes into account the influence of nuclear viscosity on the fission rate (the fission width).
The stochastic approach has been successfully applied to many problems related to collective nuclear dynamics: theories of deep inelastic transfers [8] , induced fission [9] [10] [11] [12] , and description of prescission neutron multiplicity [13, 14] . The Langevin approach was firstly applied to fusion process [15] followed by description of deep inelastic collisions in [16] as it is more convinient than Fokker-Planck equations. In recent years, preference also in fission desciption has been given to the Langevin equations, since an exact solution of the FPE is substantially more difficult and generally requires the use of various approximations, in comparison with solution of the corresponding Langevin equations. However, even using the Langevin equations involves serious difficulties at the current level of computer engineering. In order to describe a large number of experimentally observed fission charac-teristics, it is necessary to introduce large number of collective variables (coordinates). The introduction of each new coordinate considerably increases the amount of calculations. Therefore, it is natural that one-dimensional Langevin calculations are performed first and, only after that, two-dimensional calculations. One-dimensional models, combined with some particle evaporation code, make it possible to calculate the fission probability and multiplicities of evaporating prescission particles. Two-dimensional models provide the additional possibility of calculating either the fragment-mass distribution corresponding to the most probable kinetic energy of fragments or the energy distribution corresponding to a fixed ratio between fragment masses.
The experimentally observed two-dimensional massenergy distribution cannot be obtained in terms of either one-dimensional or two-dimensional Langevin calculations. In this case, it is necessary to have at least three collective coordinates. For a simultaneous description of the angular and charge distributions, it is inevitably necessary to introduce the fourth and fifth collective coordinates, which will determine the formation of the angular distribution of fission fragments and the charge distribution between fragments.
Results from the first estimative three-dimensional calculations of the parameters of the distribution of fission fragments over kinetic energy and the mean prescission neutron multiplicity [17] were published only in 1995. Since 2000-2001, the results of systematic fourdimensional [18] and three-dimensional [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] Langevin calculations began to appear regularly in publications.
At the present time, the theoretical basis of the stochastic approach to collective nuclear dynamics based on the Langevin equations and the results of calculations are adequately described in the published reviews of Abe et al. [28] and Fröbrich [29] , and in the book by Fröbrich and Lipperheide [30] . Some recent results and developments could be found also in the book of Krappe and Pomorski [31] . For this reason, we mostly omit the fundamentals of the stochastic approach in this review and focus our attention on clarification and discussion of the most important results obtained in last years within the multidimensional stochastic approach applied to the fission process of the highly excited nuclei. We place particular emphasis on the specific problems and difficulties resulting from the multidimensionality of the approach developed and used in the calculations.
The main observables, which could be obtained within the stochastic approach and compared with experimental measurements are: the mass, charge and total kinetic energy distributions (MED) of the fission fragments (FF) or evaporation residue (ER), their isotopic/isobaric/isotonic distributions (ID) and light particles multiplicities and its energy spectra. According to the theoretical model applied to description of the reaction, there are several phenomena which are studied. The most important is a collective energy dissipation during the time evolution of the system from two colliding ions through a compact shape to scission into fragments. Usually an assumption is made that the energy is lost for friction or/and inertia during the shape evolution, thus the transport coefficients govern the splitting of the CN into fragments.
The fission observables could be studied fully stochastically or using the thermodynamic properties. The dinuclear system model based on the thermodynamics with Boltzmann factor included [32] [33] [34] [35] allows to calculate cross-section of fusion, fission and also evaporation or quasi-fission. The potential energy surface is obtained with two-center shell model (TCSM) and the emission barriers for particles, clusters is obtained with Skyrme-type nucleon-nucleon interaction. The evaporation and binary decay are treated on the same footing as a collective motion of complex system in the mass asymmetry coordinate. The dinuclear system model is applied already for various reactions, starting with medium mass region [35] [36] [37] , by actinides [38] [39] [40] up to super-heavy nuclei [41] .
There are two main directions in which stochastic models describing fission reactions are going: the statistical approach, based on well-defined physical theories and formulas, fitted to measured data, and the dynamical treatment of the shape evolution of excited nuclei. The Monte Carlo method is applied to vary the initial condition such as the angular momenta or sort of emitted particles and its energy. The outcome of the statistical approach is very effective in the regions where the experimental data are well known and in many cases it provides interesting information about measured data. The newest and probably the most efficient statistical-like code describing the observables for spontaneous fission, neutron-induced fission and, more generally, for fission of a compound nucleus from any other entrance channels, with given excitation energy and angular momentum is the GEF (GEneral description of Fission observables) [42] . The GEF model is very powerful as it is used for a wide range of heavy and super-heavy isotopes from Z = 80 to Z = 112 and beyond, up to excitation energies of about 100 MeV. The outcomes from this models are: fission barriers, fission probabilities, fission fragment mass and charge distributions, isomeric ratios, total kinetic energies, and prompt-neutron and promptgamma yields and energy spectra from neutron-induced and spontaneous fission. The fission fragment distributions and deformations at scission is described by a statistical approach based on the estimation of the depths and the widths of the fission valleys within localization of nucleonic wave functions in a necked-in shape. Many wellknown theories and formulas are applied in this model and fitted to known experimental observables. Thus, the GEF code does not need any additional empirical data as many of abstract theoretical systems important for fundamental and applied science will never be measured.
The fully statistical code, which is used widely, from fusion-evaporation up to spallation reaction is GEM-INI++. First code was dedicated to a binary decay as it was presented in [43] . Statistical model calculations were applied to the Nb+Be and C reactions at bombarding energies of E/A = 11.4, 14.7 and 18.0 MeV. The charge distributions were estimated with the conditional barriers predicted with the rotating Finite-Range Liquid Drop model (FRLDM) [44] . The GEMINI code was developed over the years and in [45] for the first time the results with the improved version called "GEMINI++" appeared. The charge distribution is based on fission barriers for various rotational liquid drop models. The first assumption was to reproduce systematically the wide range of the evaporation spectra for light and heavy compound nuclei excited in a broad energy range. The transmission coefficient are calculated within the global opticalmodel potentials in place of global fits to elastic-scattering data. Also the level-density parameter was changed from the constant A/8 or A/10 prescription by including the dependence on an excitation-energy of the system. The third important change was the reduction of the macroscopic rotational energy of the nucleus predicted with the FRLDM model by the relation of the angular momentum with the level density in light nuclei at large spins. Lately the GEMINI++ has been ameliorated by adding the emission of collective excitation such as Giant Dipole Resonances [46] or possibility to describe the multifragmentation reactions or even a spallation processes [47] . As GEMINI++ code uses the Monte Carlo method for choosing the sort and energy of emitted particles, there is possibility to get the FF mass/charge distributions, and after tuning some parameters the experimental data are reproduced correctly.
There are other statistically-based codes on the market such as THALYS, PACE, Monte Carlo Cascade, but their descriptions of the fission reaction are focused mainly on applications. These computer programs are still used as they give good predictions in the region of the energies/masses/reaction for which they are dedicated. The results are obtained quite fast and they obey wide range of the estimated observables. Special attention should be put on the possibility to calculate the angular distribution of the fission fragments or evaporated particles. The codes as GEMINI++ or PACE are easily connected to the filters used directly in the data analysis and this facilitate the comparison between theory and experiment. As the standard phenomena are included in these models, all the inconsistencies which could appear, are the potentially interesting cases for further, more time-consuming studies.
The second kind of approaches is a dynamical evolution of the compound nucleus in time. Such a method uses also the Monte Carlo method for taking a decision not only about the initial angular momentum or evaporation conditions, but also the determination of the shape change is taken into account in each time step. This kind of treatment is more sophisticated and more time-consuming than the statistical estimations but the main profit is controlling each constituent of the reaction on this same footing. There are at least two procedures (classical and quantal) to describe theoretically the fission process. The most frequent is the solving of the set of stochastic equations such as Smoluchowski, Langevin, or Master type in the collective coordinate space with dissipation energy included by friction and inertia tensors. This method is combined with the model responsible for the emission of the light particles such as neutrons, protons, α, γ-rays and others. The main ingredients which will be described later in this article are the potential energy approaches, dissipation models and various nuclear shape parameterizations.
The fission dynamics of the medium mass nucleus at low excitation energy has been investigated in [21, 22] . The set of Langevin equations has been solved in twodimensional deformation plane and the evaporation channel has been taken as a Master equation. The Strutinsky shell correction with the BCS (Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer) pairing model added to Liquid Drop macroscopic energy allowed to describe an influence of the quantal effects, friction and scission condition on the shape of the mass distribution.
The set of Langevin equations in three-dimensional collective coordinate space has been applied for the description of binary decay firstly in the heavy nuclei ( 244 Cm, 184 Pt, 162 Yb) [19, 48] and later for rare-earth nuclei [49, 50] . The authors compared the fission fragment distributions, angular momentum dependence, fission barriers and pre-scission neutron multiplicities calculated with the FRLDM model to experimental data. Later on the fission fragments angular anisotropy was also investigated for series of nuclei at excitation energy E = 85-148 MeV [51] . As the potential energy has been obtained with the macroscopic approach, the physics of moderate excitation energy was mainly discussed.
The low excitation energy reactions are also inquired within a fully stochastic way by solving the set of Langevin equations in a multidimensional collective coordinates space. In the papers [52] [53] [54] , a method is presented to dynamically study the fission process, including the shell effects, pairing effects, dissipation and fluctuation. The choice of five deformation parameters, with three free degrees of freedom and an application of the two-center shell model for receiving the single-particle energy spectra, allows to investigate the shape of each fragment separately. The liquid drop formula together with Strutinsky shell corrections assures the proper treatment of the potential energy. The dissipation is taken as the wall-and-window formula [55] [56] [57] [58] for friction tensor and hydrodynamical inertia tensor is applied as the Werner-Wheeler approximation. The mass distributions for U and Pu isotopes are used for investigation of the shell effects damping with an increasing the excitation energy of the system [52] . The importance of the scission point for the shape of the MED is discussed in [54] and a new way to define nuclear deformation with the optimal shape parametrization to study the form of the nucleus before and after splitting is given in [53] .
The calculation in four-dimensional collective coordinate space are done by three independent groups: the authors of [59, 60] focused efforts on investigation of the low-energy processes and in [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] the moderate excitation energies are discussed. The collective coordinate space contains three deformation parameters and a variable responsible for the space orientation of the fissioning system. The details will be discussed in next chapters.
A similar methodology is widely used to estimate the survival probability of the super-heavy nuclei. As the production of super-heavy species is one of the most crucial topics nowadays, the most efficient modes to create heavier and heavier nuclei are the huge interest. The Langevin transport equations based on two-center shell model PES are used to estimate not only fission but also the fusion probability. Obviously, super-heavy species deexcite by α emission in the first stage, but later the fission is probable [67, 68] . The ternary fission of the super-heavy nuclei into three similar fragments was studied as a new, competitive channel to the binary decay [69] .
The progress in describing the fusion-fission is done by the group of Kosenko and collaborators [25, [70] [71] [72] . They describe the motion of two nuclei toward each other and the state of the interacting nuclei is defined in terms of three collective coordinates. These parameters are the distance between the centers of mass of the nuclei and the deformation parameter for each of them. Only the noseto-nose orientation of the nuclei is assumed. The set of Langevin equations in three collective degrees of freedom are solved to depict the evolution of the nucleus from contact point to scission. The new and interesting idea is to use as a nuclear interactions the Gross-Kalinovsky or even Woods-Saxon potential which together with Coulomb energy gives the potential energy of the system. The shell and pairing energies obtained within Strutinsky method allow to treat low energy fission. In [72] the shell structure of colliding ions, their orientation in the space, and the effect of tunneling of ions through the Coulomb barrier are taken into account as well as the shell structure of the compact system. Such a procedure estimates the compound nucleus and evaporation residue formation cross sections and the impact of the tunneling effect in the entrance channel on the fusion and evaporation residue cross sections.
Randrup and Möller with coworkers in a series of articles show the evolution of the methodology based on Brownian motion and performing random walks on fivedimensional fission potential-energy surfaces [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] . The potential energy space is obtained within finite-range liquid drop model (FRLDM) [81] for the macroscopic part and folded-Yukawa for the single-particle energy spectra. The Strutinsky shell corrections with BCS+Lipkin-Nogami method [82] [83] [84] responsible for pairing parts combined with macroscopic energy permit to reproduce the known fission barriers. The Metropolis walk used here as a way to obtain the random character of the description is based on the assumption that inertial effects and the MED are insensitive of the dissipation tensors. Despite this simplification the wide range of the actinide nuclei has been studied [78] [79] [80] and its charge/mass distributions of the fission fragments estimate fit well quantitatively and qualitatively the experimental data, not only for spontaneous fission but also for the neutron induced reactions [80] . The self-consistent approach are also used to investigated the fission dynamics. The Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) with BCS pairing [85, 86] was used firstly for the description of the fusion reactions but later also for studies the nucleon transfer in symmetric heavyion reactions at energies below the Coulomb barrier. The self-consistent calculation of isotopic distribution have been also compared to the phenomenological mean-field potential [87] .
The new methodology has been proposed by Sadhukhan, Nazarewicz and Schunck [88] , where they obtained microscopically the mass and charge distributions of spontaneous fission yields. The Langevin dynamics has been combined with a nuclear density functional theory used to calculate the potential energy and also the inertia tensors in collective coordinate space. The collective coordinate space contains not only the deformation but also the pairing parameters. The method allows to track the fission trajectories from ground state to the scission. The results reproduce with good accuracy the experimental charge and mass distributions in the spontaneous fission of 240 Pu.
The step forward is done by an American-Polish collaboration of Bulgac and Magierski [89] , where the fission dynamics of 240 Pu has been investigated as a configuration in the proximity of the outer fission barrier to full scission. They extended nuclear density functional theory to superfluid systems and real-time dynamics. Also the formation of the fission fragments is done microscopically. All collective degrees of freedom are included in this fully nonadiabatic approach of nuclear dynamics. The complicity of the calculation is such that only mean values of mass/charge/TKE of the fission fragments is obtained but it permits to trace dynamically the influence of various pairing forces during the way of the compound nucleus to the separation into two daughter nuclei. The methodologies proposed in [88] or [89] are big steps in direction of fully microscopic description of the processes in hot nuclei. However still some work has to be done to correctly describe the ion-induced fission.
The statistical and dynamical models are complementary and very important. The main advantage of the statistical codes is treating all well-known physical phenomena and giving the results for many observables in reasonably fast time. The discrepancies between experimental data and statistical estimations are hints for the new physical effects [90, 91] . These exotic cases are frequently investigated by dynamical calculations as they are usually more time-consuming and there is no reason to employ them for every reactions. From other side the physics studied by the dynamical approach, for instance charge variation, energy dissipation effects, brings the extra-push for the development or a justification of the phenomenology in the statistical models.
The present review demonstrates mainly the results obtained at high energy fission and contains six sections. Section 2 describes the models used to obtain the fission dynamics and, as main results, the fission fragments mass/charge and total kinetic distributions. These observables and their sensitivity on potential energy models, level-density parameters, viscosity and other model constituents are discussed in sect. 3. Section 4 is dedicated to the angular distribution of the fission fragments as it facilitates the comparison with a measurement. The present developments in the detection techniques allow to obtain not only full charge and mass distributions but also the detailed isotopic/isobaric/isotonic distributions of the fission fragments and evaporation residues, which is a step forward in comparison to the MED, thus in sect. 5 a short presentation of various calculations is done. The last part consists of a brief summary and perspectives.
The model and basic equations 2.1 Parametrization of nuclear surface and collective coordinates
One of the main ingredient of the dynamical fission model is the nuclear shape parametrization. From one side it should be flexible enough in order to generate all possible shapes, which could be realized during the fission process, and from the other side it should not be complicated in order to avoid unnecessary difficulties during the numerical solution of the Langevin equations. An axially symmetric nuclear shape can be described in cylindrical coordinates by the profile function ρ s (z), whose rotation around the symmetry axis determines the nuclear surface. The most frequently used parameterizations are the {c, h, α} [92] , three-quadratic surface [93] , Trentalange [94] , Brosa [95] , Cassini ovaloids [96] [97] [98] , and twocenter parametrization [99, 100] . A comprehensive collection of formulas and relevant comments are given in monographs [31, 101] .
The use of a particular nuclear-shape parametrization is closely connected to the problem of choosing collective coordinates. All the possible collective coordinates can be conditionally divided into coordinates describing a nuclear shape and coordinates not associated with nuclear shape degrees of freedom. The chosen parametrization should involve at least three parameters for an adequate description of nuclear shape evolution in fission process and allow introduction of the following shape coordinates: nuclear elongation, a coordinate determining neck evolution in a nuclear shape, and a mirror-asymmetry coordinate. Such a minimal set of collective coordinates permits the calculation of the two-dimensional mass-energy distributions (MEDs) of fission fragments. All relevant collective coordinate should be related directly with the experimental observables. The mass-asymmetry collective coordinate determines the mass distribution of fission fragments. The elongation parameter determines the relative distance of the future fragments, and, as a result, influence on the total kinetic energy of fission fragments, as well as the prescission particles multiplicities and fission width. The coordinate determining neck evolution in a nuclear shape for given elongation influence the total kinetic energy of fission fragments. Among the collective coordinates not associated with nuclear shape, we mention, for example, the charge-asymmetry coordinate specifying the charge distribution between formed fragments. In general, the fission model should contain the dynamic coordinate -charge asymmetry, as it is done, for example, in refs. [69, [102] [103] [104] . However, these theoretical calculations show that charge coordinate has quite small relaxation time, thus, it very fast reaches the statistical equilibration, and, therefore, this coordinate could be considered using statistical approximation. The calculations [103, 104] show that such consideration gives quite close results to the pure dynamical modeling.
A successful choice of collective coordinates could provide substantial simplification of the dynamical calculation procedure. In this context, we now discuss the in-troduction of collective shape coordinates using the wellknown {c, h, α} parametrization [92] . In refs. [92, 105] , it was shown that, in terms of this parametrization, it is possible to reproduce accurately different characteristics of nuclear saddle point configurations obtained on the basis of variational calculations [106] .
This parametrization has been also used for static calculations performed with the Strutinsky shell correction method [92] , dynamic calculations of MEDs in the diffusion model [12] , and for calculating a large number of different fission characteristics in the Langevin approach [19, 20, [107] [108] [109] . The parameter c describes nuclear elongation (the nuclear length, in units of the initialsphere radius R 0 , is equal to 2c), the parameter h defines neck-thickness variation for a given elongation, and the coordinate α sets the ratio between the masses of future fragments. The nuclear-surface equation in the {c, h, α} parametrization is written as
where z is the coordinate along the symmetry axis and ρ s is the radial coordinate of the nuclear surface. In eq. (1) the quantities A s and B are defined as
Nuclear shapes in the {c, h, α} parametrization are enclosed within z min = −c and z max = c. If the function ρ s (z) vanishes within these limits only at z = ±c, we have continuous nuclear shapes. If there are two more roots at the interval [z min , z max ], such shapes are interpreted as being discontinuous. Other cases (with an odd number of roots within [z min , z max ]) cannot be considered as nuclear shapes and are frequently referred as forbidden or "nonphysical" shapes (for a more detailed discussion of such shapes, see [110] ).
It is useful to determine the neck condition for the {c, h, α} parametrization. The coordinate z for which the function ρ s (z) reaches a minimum is defined as the neck coordinate z N . The neck coordinate is determined from the condition
which results in an algebraic equation. If there are three real roots lying within [z min , z max ], one of them (a minimum) is the neck coordinate z N and other two (maxima) are coordinates of the thickest positions of the nascent fission fragments. These maxima determine the coordinates of formed fragments.
The following conditions should be taken into account, when choosing the collective shape coordinates: i) Collective coordinates are functions of the nuclear-shape parameters. Therefore, the simpler the form of these functions, the easier to use these coordinates. By simplicity, we also refer to the possibility of finding analytical inverse functions for the dependence of the shape parameters on the collective coordinates. ii) The mesh for dynamic calculations should involve the largest possible variety of nuclear shapes that can be given by the chosen parametrization and no forbidden shapes. iii) The choice of collective coordinates is closely related to boundary conditions at the mesh edges. One boundary condition can be extracted from the scission criteria, which determines the rupture of the neck connecting nascent fragments. The remaining limits for the collective coordinates should be chosen in such a way that their values do not affect the calculated results. It could be guaranteed by the large values of potential energy at the limits of the mesh. The potential energy should be larger than excitation energy of the fissioning compound nuclei. Therefore, Langevin trajectory will not have opportunity to reach the limits of the grid. The substantial uncertainty to the calculated results could be brought in this case.
Usually, collective coordinates are chosen by two methods. First, physical values describing nuclear shape are chosen as collective coordinates, for example, the distance between the mass centers of nascent fragments R (elongation coordinate), neck thickness r N , ratio of the difference between the masses of formed fission fragments and the total nuclear mass η A (the mass-asymmetry coordinate)
where A R and A L are the mass numbers of the formed fragments (here and below, the subscripts R and L marks right-hand and left-hand fragments, respectively). However, such definition of collective coordinates is not simple, as it works for the nuclear shapes, which have well defined neck. In case of the mononuclear shapes, featuring no neck, it could be difficult to introduce degrees of freedom connected with nascent fragments. Thus, second possibility is to use shape parameters as a collective coordinates. This way is convenient from the first condition mentioned above and frequently extremely inconvenient according to the second and third conditions. Therefore, in the case of the {c, h, α} parametrization we perform transformation of the shape parameters c, h and α to the collective coordinates q 1 , q 2 , and q 3 , as described below.
First of all, we discuss the problem of forbidden shapes. It should be noted that forbidden shapes exist only for α = 0. In addition, for each c and h, it is possible to find α max such that nuclear shapes are within |α| ≤ α max and forbidden shapes lie in the remaining region. We note that the ultimate values of the parameter η A (±1) are attained when the mass of one of the fragments is equal to zero. This condition can be written as ∂ρ 2 s (z) ∂z
Condition (5) means that the minimum (the neck) is at one of the extreme points (z min or z max ) of a nuclear shape. Using eq. (5) and taking into account that the function ρ s (z) vanishes at the extreme points, we obtain, for the {c, h, α} parametrization,
Thus, α max essentially depends on c and h. This dependence creates the problem of constructing a mesh with the use of the shape parameter α as the mass-asymmetry coordinate. It is impossible to construct a rectangular mesh with respect to c, h, and α collective coordinates excluding forbidden shapes. In order to avoid this we proposed [27] a method of introducing the mass-asymmetry coordinate,
For such a choice, the problem of forbidden shapes is completely solved: all the possible asymmetric nuclear shapes (for given c and h) are enclosed within |q 3 | ≤ 1.
It is convenient to choose the collective parameter responsible for formation of the neck in a nuclear shape in such a way that the condition of zero neck thickness is satisfied for the same (or nearly the same) value of this parameter. In the case of α = 0, zero neck thickness is attained for
From eq. (8), it follows that the value h sc depends strongly on c. Therefore, we introduce the collective neck coordinate as follows:
The coordinate q 2 has the following properties: if q 2 = 0, h = −3/2 which guarantees reasonably high values of potential energy, inaccessible for Langevin trajectory; if q 2 = 1, the neck thickness is equal to zero for symmetric shapes. For asymmetric nuclear shapes, the neck thickness vanishes for somewhat smaller, but close to unity, values of q 2 . Thus, in our opinion, the collective coordinates q = (q 1 = c, q 2 , q 3 ) are optimal for dynamical modeling at rectangular mesh of collective coordinates in case of the {c, h, α} parametrization. We use these coordinates with the following limits: q 1 ∈ [0.5, 4.5], q 2 ∈ [0, 1] and q 3 ∈ [−1, 1]. When studying the charge mode, it is convenient to additionally introduce [102] [103] [104] a charge-asymmetry coordinate in the form of q 4 
where Z R and Z L are the charges of the formed righthand and left-hand fragments. The nuclear forms ( fig. 1 ) are calculated by eq. (1) for a combination of collective coordinates (q 1 , q 2 ) and q 3 = 0 in some cases to visualize the influence of variables. Unrealistic spindle-like shapes are obtained for small values of q 2 and increasing this values the neck formation is visible. The curves mark the scission lines for several values of mass asymmetry coordinates q 3 = 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0. The left top corner of the plane (q 1 , q 2 ) contains values of the deformation papameters provided to the shapes, which are already separated into two parts and the limits of creation compound shapes depend mainly on the asymmetry parameter.
Equations of motion
In the stochastic approach [6, 28, 29, 31] , evolution of the collective coordinates is considered as motion of Brownian particles which interact stochastically with a large number of internal degrees of freedom, constituting the surrounding "heat bath". The hydrodynamical friction force is assumed to be derived from the random force averaged over a time larger than the collision time scale between collective and internal degrees of freedom. The random part is modeled as a Gaussian white noise which causes fluctuations of the collective variables resulting in fluctuations of the physical observables in fission process. The coupled Langevin equations describing this process have the form:
where q is the vector of collective coordinates, p is the vector of conjugate momenta, F (q, K) = V (q, K) − a(q)T 2 is the Helmholtz free energy, V (q) is the potential energy, m ij (q) ( μ ij = m ij −1 ) is the tensor of inertia, and γ ij (q) is the friction tensor. The ξ j (t) is a random variable satisfying the relations
Thus, the Markovian approximation is assumed to be valid. The strength of the random force θ ij is given by Einstein relation θ ik θ kj = T γ ij . The temperature of the "heat bath" T has been determined by the Fermi-gas model formula T = (E int /a) 1/2 , where E int is the internal excitation energy of the nucleus and a(q) is the leveldensity parameter. It should be stressed that the driving force in an excited system is not simply the negative gradient of the conservative potential V (q), but should contain a thermodynamical correction. It can be derived from the well-known thermodynamical relations [29] 
Thus, the conservative driving force for the Fermi-gas model can be expressed in the form
During a random walk along the Langevin trajectory in the space of the collective coordinates, the energy conservation law is used in the form
Here E is the total excitation energy of the nucleus, E coll = 0.5 μ ij p i p j is the kinetic energy of the collective degrees of freedom. The value E evap (t) is the energy carried away by the evaporated particles by the time t. The potential energy of the nucleus, as well as level-density parameter could be calculated within different models, allowing to probe in the numerical modeling of fission process the influence of various parameters on the calculated observables, comparable with experimental data. As will be shown later the use of the level-density parameter calculated with the coefficients taken from the work of Ignatyuk and coauthors [111] and the potential energy calculated within the framework of a macroscopic model with finite range of the nuclear forces [112] provide good qualitative and quantitative description of experimental data in multidimensional Langevin calculations.
In fig. 1 of article [63] , we present the potential energy in the coordinates q 1 and q 2 at q 3 = 0 for the 224 Th compound nucleus. The dashed line in this figure represents the mean trajectory calculated under the assumption of a one-body mechanism of nuclear viscosity with k s = 0.25, and the crosses mark the saddle point and nuclear ground state. In addition, this figure shows examples of nuclear shapes for the given q 1 and q 2 values.
Quite often the applications of Langevin dynamics to fission process imply zero spin about symmetry axis of the fissioning compound nucleus, in other words it was always assumed that angular momentum is not only perpendicular to the reaction plane, but also to the fission direction. As first pointed out by Lestone in ref. [113] , this assumption is not consistent with statistical model as well as with dynamical treatment of the orientation degree of freedom [114] . Subsequently, Lestone and Mc-Calla introduced the overdamped Langevin equation to describe the dynamical evolution of orientation degree of freedom (K coordinate) and stressed that a large volume of heavy-ion induced fission data needs to be reanalyzed with dynamical treatment of the orientation degree of freedom [115] . Clearly, consideration of K coordinate as an independent collective coordinate in multidimensional Langevin dynamics is necessary for dynamical treatment of the fission fragment angular distribution. Yet, in almost all cases, the analysis of the latter is restricted only by the framework of statistical transition-state model. An alternative dynamical description of the evolution of the orientation degree of freedom on the basis of a Metropolis algorithm and an algorithm of Kubo-Anderson process was previously developed in refs. [51, [116] [117] [118] . This approach was successfully applied to describe the fission fragment angular distribution obtained in fission of highly excited compound nuclei.
However, the description of evolution of the K collective coordinate using the Langevin equation for overdamped motion is more consistent than the application of Metropolis algorithm [51, 118] . The Langevin equation for K coordinate allows to model the relaxation process of K states depending on the instantaneous physical properties of fissioning system like temperature, moment of inertia instead of treating the corresponding relaxation time τ K as a free parameter [51, 116, 118] . The overdamped Langevin equation for the K coordinate has the form
where ξ(t) has the same meaning as in (10) and γ K is a parameter controlling the coupling between the orientation degree of freedom K and the "heat bath". As the level density parameter a(q) does not depend on K, the conservative force in the Langevin equation (14) is calculated as a derivative of the potential energy. The Langevin equations for the shape parameters (10) and Langevin equation for the K coordinate (14) are connected through the potential energy. The Langevin dynamics of K coordinate is influenced by the actual value of potential energy V (q, I, K). At the same time, the rotational part of the potential energy is dependent on the actual K value at time t, and this way it influences the dynamical evolution of shape parameters.
The rotational part of the potential energy is determined by the expression
The functionals J and J ⊥ are the rigid body moments of inertia, about and perpendicular to, the symmetry axis. The effective moment of inertia is
Initial and final conditions
In the most general case, the initial values of collective coordinates q 0 , momenta p 0 , and total compound-nucleus momentum I can be sampled by the Neumann method using the generating function
The function σ fus (I) describes the initial momentum distribution of compound nuclei and is frequently approximated by the expression
where k 2 = 2μE lab /h 2 , μ is the reduced mass of the projectile-target system, and T (I) is the penetrability coefficient, which is defined within a model reproducing experimental fusion cross sections. When performing Langevin calculations, the difference between the total nuclear spin I = |l+s t +s p | (s p and s t are the spin of the projectile and target nuclei, respectively) and the angular momentum l is usually disregarded. In our calculations, the following form of the function T (I) was used:
In the first approximation, I c and δI values were defined according to the scaled prescription [29] , which reproduces to a certain extent the dynamical results of the surface friction model [119] for the fusion of two heavy ions. Finally, the quantities I c and δI were constrained from the experimental fusion cross section and I 2 .
When studying the fission of excited compound nuclei, the initial values of the collective coordinates are frequently chosen for use as the compound-nucleus ground state. In this case, the initial momentum distribution is chosen as the equilibrium value. Then,
where q gs are the coordinates of the nuclear ground state. For spinless ions participating in fusion reactions and projectile energies substantially exceeding the fusion barrier, states with different values of K(t = 0) must be populated with nearly equal probabilities. Bearing this in mind, we took the initial distribution P (K, 0) to be uniform over the interval [−I; I] in just the same way as in [115, 116] . In case of subbarrier energies or compound nucleus with nonzero spin the above-mentioned assertion about uniformity is not valid, and more detail complicated analysis of the entrance channel should be considered [120] .
The choice of initial conditions in the form of eqs. (16)- (19) means that we begin the Langevin calculations with a completely statistically equilibrium state of a compound nucleus with a fixed initial excitation energy. It should be noted that such a choice of initial conditions can be considered only as an approximation of a real complicated situation. Different reaction mechanisms including fast-fission, quasi-fission reactions are possible in case of heavy colliding ions at high excitation energies and angular momenta. These reaction mechanisms not necessary lead to formation of statistically equilibrated compound nucleus at ground state. Moreover, in case of light compound nuclei fission near the Businaro-Gallone point it is difficult to distinguish fission fragments from the products of the deep-inelastic scattering. Therefore, the most natural choice of initial conditions can be obtained from consideration of the nuclear reaction entrance channel.
As a final condition of the compound nucleus evolution we consider the formation of an evaporation residue nucleus and fission of compound nucleus into two fragments. Evaporation residue is formed, as a result of light-particle and γ-quanta emission, if the sum E int + E coll (q, p) becomes lower than min(B f , B n ), where B f and B n are the fission barrier and the neutron binding energy, respectively. We assume that the fissioning compound nucleus disintegrates into fission fragments after crossing the scission surface by the Langevin trajectory in space of collective coordinates. The scission surface is determined on the basis of some scission criteria. At present, there is no unambiguous approach to the choice of the scission criterion. However, the most frequently used criterion is imposing conditions to the equality of the neck thickness radius to some constant value, which is determined by the implementation of some instability criteria (see for example refs. [92, 95, 121] ). In view of the above discussion, we consider that the fission of a nucleus into fragments occurs for a neck radius equal to 0.3R 0 , since this condition is in good agreement with the instability criterion of a nucleus with respect to the variations of the neck thickness [92] . The equation for the scission surface can be written as
where r N is the neck radius corresponding to the prescission shapes. Example of Langevin trajectory is shown in fig. 2 . A spherical nuclear shape is chosen as the initial deformation q 1 = 1 and q 2 = 0.375, and numerical integration of the Langevin equations stops when a nucleus reaches the scission configuration around q 1 2 and q 2 0.98. Different fission observables were calculated by simulating the ensemble of Langevin trajectories, which represents the ensemble of fissioning nuclei.
Transport tensors
The so-called transport coefficients, i.e., the mass (inertia) and friction parameters, are important components of dynamical models. As numerous calculations have shown, they generally define the character of the motion of a fissile system and directly influence both the fission fragment MED parameters and the fission timescale, as well as the multiplicities of prescission and postscission particles. Thus, calculation of the transport coefficients is extremely important.
The inertia and friction tensors are frequently calculated within the hydrodynamic approximation for incompressible irrotational flow. In this case, the mechanism of nuclear viscosity is a two-body one. In the hydrodynamic approximation, the Navier-Stokes equations for a viscous medium are usually solved on the basis of the Werner-Wheeler approximation [122, 123] , which makes it possible to obtain reasonably simple expressions for the inertia and friction tensors. When calculating the mass tensor, it was found that the Werner-Wheeler approximation provides very high accuracy for the elongation degree of freedom. For example, when describing the nuclear shape using the Lawrence parametrization [124] , mass tensor components calculated from the elongation coordinate in the Werner-Wheeler approximation coincide with the exact solution of the corresponding hydrodynamic Neumann problem [125] , which was obtained by a method based on potential theory [126] . In ref. [122] , it was shown that the difference between mass parameters determined by solving the corresponding Neumann problem and with the Werner-Wheeler method increased proportionally to the multipolarity of the vibrations near a spherical shape.
For the friction tensor, the Werner-Wheeler approximation of the collective coordinate associated with elongation is in good agreement with the result obtained for the exact solution of the corresponding Neumann problem [125] , as in the case of the mass tensor. At the same time, for the coordinate related to the neck evolution, the Werner-Wheeler approximation for the Lawrence parametrization results in a 30-40% overestimation of the corresponding friction tensor components.
In addition to the two-body mechanism of nuclear viscosity, the one-body mechanism [55, 127] is more widely used in calculations of the friction tensor. In this mechanism of nuclear viscosity, the Pauli blocking principle, which forbids nucleon scattering into occupied states, is taken into account in calculation of dissipation strength. The Pauli blocking principle imposes restrictions on the mean free path of particles (it increases up to the size of the system itself); therefore, the role of two-particle col-lisions decreases, i.e., particles move almost freely inside the nuclear shape and elastically hit only a moving "wall" simulating the nuclear surface.
In refs. [55, 127, 128] , two formulas were presented for calculations of the one-body friction strength: The first, named the "wall" formula, describes the dissipation of nuclear shapes without a neck, and the second, called the "wall-plus-window" formula, was introduced for strongly necked-in nuclear shapes featuring two formed fragments. A quantum consideration of one-body dissipation showed [129] that the nuclear viscosity amounts to only about 10% of the values calculated using the wall formula [55, 128] , although the functional dependence of viscosity on nuclear shape is adequately reproduced by this formula. In this context, Nix and Sierk [130] proposed a modified variant of the one-body dissipation that led to the surface-plus-window formula. In this case, the contribution from the wall formula to the dissipation is reduced by almost four times. The reduction coefficient k s = 0.27 was found from an analysis of the experimental width of giant resonances. From a comparison of the calculated average values of the kinetic energy of fission fragments with the experimental data, it was found [57] that k s is in the range 0.2 < k s < 0.5. The friction tensor corresponding to the surface-plus-window formula can be written in cylindrical coordinates as [20] 
where ρ m is the mass density of the nucleus,v is the average nucleon speed inside the nucleus, Δσ is the area of window between two parts of the system, D 1 , D 2 are the positions of mass centers of two parts of the fissioning system relative to the center of mass of the whole system, z min and z max are the left and right ends of the nuclear shape, z N is the position of the neck plane which divides the nucleus into two parts. We have chosen the position of the z N at minimum of ρ 2 s (z). The case k s = 1 corresponds to the total onebody viscosity, then eq. (21) corresponds to the "wallplus-window" formula. The two terms in square brackets in eq. (21) correspond to the "wall" formula for the left-hand and right-hand fragments. For compact nuclear shapes, featuring no neck, the friction tensor is usually calculated from the "wall" formula multiplied by the k s coefficient, the "surface-plus-window" formula is applied to strongly necked-in shapes. In order to describe the dissipation in an intermediate case, expressions of the type
) are usually used. The choice of the function f (R N ) is quite arbitrary. As a rule, it is chosen to satisfy the conditions f (0) = 0 to f (1) = 1. However, this choice is ambiguous [8, [131] [132] [133] and can affect the calculated characteristics [128] . In our model we usually choose f (R N ) = sin 2 (πR N /(2R L )), where R L is the maximum value of ρ s (z) for lighter fragment.
The components of the inertia and friction tensors calculated on two dimensional mesh in collective coordinates q 1 and q 2 (q 3 = 0) under the assumption of the one-body mechanism of nuclear viscosity are displayed in figs. 3 and 4. As can be seen from last figure, the deformation dependence of various components of the friction tensor is substantially different and strongly dependent on the values of collective coordinates. It should be emphasized that it is difficult to compare these components of the inertia 224 Th calculated with the one-body dissipation mechanism in collective coordinates (q 1, q2) at q3 = 0 for ks = 1. The unit for the components of the friction tensor is 10 −21 MeV s. and friction tensors with the results of other studies. Even in case of using the same parametrization to describe nuclear shape, the qualitative behavior of the components depends on the chosen collective coordinates.
The assumptions used in derivation of the "wall" formula do not apply under certain conditions as it was shown in refs. [55, [134] [135] [136] . For example, the assumption of the randomness of the particle motion inside a nuclear shape cannot be applied to the motion of particles in integrable potentials such as spherical or ellipsoidal sharp edged potentials. In this case, the particle motion inside the nuclear shape is ordered. For this reason, the dissipation predicted by the wall formula is considerably overestimated. In this context, the authors of [137] proposed a deformation-dependent reduction coefficient in the wall formula reflecting the degree of particle motion randomization. However, it had already been shown in [55] that, even in integrable potentials, it is possible to obtain values close to those given by the wall formula if the particle motion is randomized. In refs. [25, 138] , it was also shown that collisions between particles could result in randomization of the particle motion, whose degree depends on the temperature and density of states near the Fermi energy.
In [139] , the reduction coefficient of the contribution from the "wall" formula was defined through the measure of chaos in the single-particle motion of nucleons inside a nuclear shape. The measure of chaos (the randomness of nucleon motion) depends on the nuclear shape, i.e., on the collective coordinates. The degree of randomness was found to vary from zero to one during the evolution of a nucleus from the spherical to scission configurations. Thus, the reduction coefficient explicitly depends on deformation, and this dependence is calculated on the basis of the general principles of the chaos theory [140] instead of being introduced as an adjusting constant parameter to reproduce experimental data. The first application of such an approach to describing fission widths, prescission neutron multiplicities, and cross sections for evaporation residues appeared to be reasonably successful, although the calculations were carried out in the one-dimensional model [141] .
The systematics of the parameters of fission fragment kinetic energy (mean value of the kinetic energy and its variance) were fairly well reproduced [28, 55, 128] using both the two-body and the one-body mechanisms of nuclear viscosity. However, it was shown [28, 142] that one-body dissipation is preferable in order to describe the prescission neutron multiplicity data. The assumption that the mechanism of nuclear viscosity has the nature of one-body dissipation is physically better justified.
In the present paper we do not consider the results of calculations with two-body viscosity. Our calculations [143, 144] with analysis of intermediate fissility system 132 Ce have shown that in case of two-body dissipation one needs to use ν 0 0.15 × 10 −21 MeV s fm −3 to get the best description of experimental data on fission fragment MED parameters, fusion-fission and evaporation residue cross sections, and prescission particles multiplicities. This value is in agreement with previous findings in ref. [145] , where the value ν 0 0.125 × 10 −21 MeV s fm −3 has been found to be more suitable for the description of experimental values of n pre , as well as fusion-fission and evaporation residue cross sections. We have to mention here that in ref. [145] this value of ν 0 is considered to give rise to an unrealistically strong two-body viscosity (close to infinite viscosity) and a smaller fission fragment kinetic energy. This latter point occurs also in our study and constitutes an additional reason why we continue our analysis only with the one-body dissipation model.
The reduced friction coefficient β q2q2 = γ q2q2 /m q2q2 is an important characteristic of the fission process and is frequently used during its analysis. In fig. 5 , we show the component β q2q2 calculated using the one-body mechanisms of nuclear viscosity. As our calculations show, this component generally defines the timescale and char- acter of the motion of a fissile nucleus to scission, although the coordinate q 2 is not the pure elongation coordinate. From this figure, it can be seen that the constant values of the k s coefficient and one obtained from the chaos theory deformation-dependent k s (q) generate a substantially different behavior of the β q2q2 component. In case of constant k s the β q2q2 has a decreasing behavior from the local maxima for compact shapes around the ground state to the scission direction. The deformationdependent k s (q) on the contrary generate the local minima for the ground state region and demonstrate increase to the scission direction. The similar qualitative behavior was proposed in ref. [146] in order to reproduce a large amount of fission observables in one-dimensional Langevin calculations.
An important aspect of studying fusion-fission reactions in terms of the stochastic approach is consideration of the temperature dependence of kinetic coefficients [147] . The different theoretical approaches used to calculate kinetic coefficients apply various approximations and parameters, which, however, are determined with insufficient accuracy. For this reason, the obtained temperature dependencies of the friction tensor differ dramatically. For example, when the wall formula is derived with the approximations used in [55] , it predicts a friction coefficient that is almost temperature independent. The expression for the wall formula also can be derived within linearresponse theory [25, 134, 138] , but, in this case, the temperature dependence of the friction coefficient is such that the friction increases with temperature proportionally to T 2 . In turn, the two-body viscosity decreases with temperature in accordance with 1/T 2 [148] . Experimental studies of the temperature dependence of the friction was performed in refs. [149] [150] [151] and it was found that the friction coefficient increases with temperature. A different result was found for the 220 Th system by Rubchenya et al. [152] , on the basis of pre-scission neutron multiplicities: the effective average value of nuclear viscosity decreases with increasing excitation energy, similar to the temperature dependence of the two-body friction. A systematic study was also carried out by Bhattacharya et al. [153] : the values of viscosity coefficient used to reproduce the observed neutron multiplicities should increase with the mass and the excitation energy per nucleon of the composite system. Different studies both from statistical and dynamical models, provide a contradictory picture of the values of β, which range over an order of magnitude, and rather controversial conclusions on the nature of nuclear dissipation and its dependence on the shape and temperature. Therefore, nuclear studies should analyze more observables in order to impose severe constraints on the model parameters, which can help better understand the physics of the fission process.
The transport coefficients can also be calculated within microscopic approaches [25, 135, 138, 154, 155] . This can help to remove many of the approximations that are inevitably applied in calculations of the transport coefficients within macroscopic models. Nevertheless, performing these calculations within microscopic approaches is complicated. In addition, the transport coefficients obtained in these calculations and their temperature and deformation dependencies hinge on the method used, the set of constants, etc., and tend to differ considerably. Therefore, the transport coefficients most frequently used in dynamic simulation of reactions involving heavy ions are calculated within macroscopic models. Moreover, recently in ref. [156] it was shown that under certain conditions the predictions of Langevin calculations performed with the transport coefficient obtained from microscopic approach and from macroscopic considerations are almost the same.
The friction component for the K coordinate could be determined based on the works of Døssing and Randrup [157, 158] . Later on Lestone and McCalla [114, 115] have shown that in the case of a dinucleus γ K can be expressed as
where R N is the neck radius, R cm is the distance between the centers of mass of the nascent fragments, n 0 is the bulk flux in standard nuclear matter (0.0263 MeV zs fm −4 ) [158] , and J R = M 0 R 2 cm /4 for a reflectionsymmetric shape. In a limiting case γ K → 0 and with an initial K value equal to zero, the present 4D Langevin model is reduced to 3D model [19, 20, 27] .
The deformation dependence of the dissipation coefficient γ K given by (22) should be used with caution, as stated in [115] , because eq. (22) was obtained by assuming the nuclear shapes featuring a well-defined neck.
The eq. (22) predicts the values of γ K quite low, in average around 0.0077 (MeV zs) −1/2 , which is 10 times less than the constant γ K = 0.077 (MeV zs) −1/2 value found from the fit of experimental data. Moreover, our recent results [63] demonstrate that constant γ K 0.077 (MeV zs) −1/2 is suitable for heavy nuclei and a larger value of γ K 0.2 (MeV zs) −1/2 is needed for the nuclei with mass A CN 200. This inconsistency of the model from the theoretical point of view and inability of the constant γ K coefficient to reproduce anisotropy of the fission fragment angular distribution for fissioning nuclei in a wide mass range motivated us to investigate the possible deformation dependence of the γ K coefficient. The outcome of this investigation is presented in ref. [159] .
Using such a different value of γ K for deformations before the saddle and deformations along the saddle-scission descent the dynamics of the K coordinate tends to the predictions of the transition-state model at the saddle point. As the large values of γ K at the region of compact shapes assume quick equilibration of the K coordinate to the moment when saddle point shapes will be reached by the fissioning system.
Statistical description of the compound nucleus decay
When performing dynamic calculations, the statistical model is usually used for description of the light-particle emission, which accompanies fission and competes with it. A combination of the dynamical and statistical models makes it possible to describe theoretically the nuclear decay process, where fission fragments or evaporation residues formed. Such a combination was used for the first time in [13, 14] , where the standard Fokker-Planck equation was supplemented with a term describing the continuous-mode emission of light particles. In spite of the fact that, in this study, the authors restricted the analysis to only one collective coordinate and continuous-mode particle emission, they succeeded in reproducing the principal effects produced by the influence of particle emission on the nuclear fission dynamics. Later, discrete particle emission scheme was used in dynamical calculations [160] . Both the continuous [28] and the discrete [19, 20, 29] methods of taking into account particle emission are now widely used.
Within the statistical model, the probability of emission of a certain particle is specified by the nuclear decay width in the corresponding channel. The decay widths are expressed according to the density of nuclear excited states, which, in turn, depends on the excitation energy, angular momentum, compound nucleus deformation, and its nucleonic composition.
As a rule, the expression for the nuclear level density is chosen within the Fermi-gas model and has the following form [161] :
Here, A is the mass number, T is the temperature, E int is the excitation energy, and I is the spin. The values of K vib and K rot (the collective and rotational enhancements of the level density) are given by the expressions [162] K vib = exp(0.0555A 2/3 T 4/3 ),
for spherical shape,
The importance of including collective enhancements when calculating the level density, as well as their damping with the increase of the temperature, was noted, for example, in [162] [163] [164] . Nevertheless, collective enhancements were seldom taken into account in the Langevin models. In ref. [165] , it was shown that the inclusion of collective corrections produces a substantial effect on the calculated observables such as the mean prescission neutron multiplicity and the fission probability. Therefore, it is necessary to pay special emphasis on the accuracy of the level-density calculation when performing such an analysis, as these characteristics are frequently used to obtain information about, for example, nuclear viscosity.
It is well known that, for small nuclear deformations, it is possible to introduce only a vibrational enhancement of the level density, while rotational mode is small due to the symmetry effects. In contrast, for strongly deformed nuclei, it is possible to take into account only a rotational enhancement of the level density, while the vibrational term proves to be 10-100 times lower and is usually disregarded. However, for the intermediate region of deformations, it still remains unclear how to pass from vibrational to rotational enhancements as the deformation increases [162] . In this context, an estimation was made in [162] showed that, for quadrupole deformations with β 2 < 0.15, it is possible to consider a nucleus to be reasonably close to a spherical deformation and that, correspondingly, there is only vibrational enhancement of the level density in this deformation region. The rotational term sharply increases to the values given by eq. (24) and becomes predominant for the more deformed shapes.
The partial widths of nuclear decay with the emission of a particle j (j = n, p, d, t, 3 He, and α particles) can be expressed [161] through the single-particle level density ρ j of a residual nucleus and the cross section σ (j) inv for the absorption of this particle by the residual nucleus:
where g j , m j , V j , B j are the spin factor, the mass, the Coulomb barrier, and the binding energy of the j-particle, respectively, and E
int , E
int are the internal excitation energy of the initial and residual nuclei.
The radiation widths of γ-quanta emission are calculated from the equation
where σ γ (E) is the inverse cross section for absorption of the j-particle or γ-quanta with kinetic energy E by the residual nucleus. However, it should be noted that, for a correct description of the particle emission when numerically simulating fission within the Langevin models, it is necessary to take into account the deformation dependence of statistical-model parameters such as the emission barriers, binding energies of particles, and cross sections for inverse processes [21, 22, 166] . This necessity is caused by the fact that a compound nucleus goes through ground state to strongly necked in shapes, substantially different from spherical.
The statistical model can be used in dynamic calculations related to description of not only light-particle emission but also nuclear fission. With a decrease in the fissility parameter and/or the excitation energy of a compound nucleus, the mean fission time very quickly increases and the fissility decreases. Therefore, due to the long calculation time needed, the use of a purely dynamic approach becomes impossible for fissile systems with low fissility. We instead switch to the statistical branch, where not only light-particle evaporation but also fission width is calculated. This approach was proposed for the first time in [160] . Such an approach can be used if the following conditions are met: i) a system is in the ground-state region before the ridge, ii) the time of calculations exceeds a certain time t > t stat , and iii) the ratio between the nuclear temperature and a fission barrier is T /B f < 0.2. The parameter t stat is selected so that it is certain to satisfy the condition that the particle flux through the fission barrier attains its quasisteady value.
Within the statistical branch of calculations, the fission width can be found in the multidimensional case [9] . Because, as was mentioned above, a nucleus is a thermodynamic system, the quasistationary fission width should be calculated using thermodynamic potentials. Below, we give an expression for the quasistationary value of the fission width in the case of the Helmholtz free-energy potential
Here
and ω K is the Kramers frequency, which is a unique positive root of the equation
Here, E is the unit matrix, and the coordinates q sd and q gs determine the saddle-point and ground-state positions, respectively. In the statistical branch of the model, the probability of the fissioning system deexcitation by the emission of particles or fission is calculated using the Monte Carlo method, with the decay probabilities proportional to the partial decay widths Γ j and Γ f . If the system has to go to fission, we switch back from the statistical branch to the dynamic simulation, but, in this case, the calculation proceeds from the ridge surface and the return of a nucleus to the ground-state region is blocked. It is necessary to note that the choice of the Helmholtz free-energy potential F (q) for calculating the quasistationary fission width is ambiguous, because entropy could be used instead of F (q) and eq. (27) could have a different form. Further discussion of this question and results of dynamic calculations using the entropy can be found, for example, in [29] . However, in our opinion, the use of the entropy for calculating the fission width is not the best solution, since only the behavior of the potential energy near the ground state and at the saddle point is taken into account in eq. (27) and not the potential-energy landscape. In this sense, a more consistent method of fission-width calculation is based on the concept of a mean first passage time [167, 168] or the alternative concept of mean last passage time [169] . Such a method has been successfully applied for a long time in other fields of physics [170] . Nevertheless, until now, it has been developed only for the non general case of system motion in an overdamped mode. Therefore, the development and improvement of this method is currently one of the important problems to be solved in fission physics.
Mass, charge and TKE distributions

Two-dimensional MEDs of fission fragments
The mass, charge and total kinetic energy (TKE) distributions of the fission fragments, prescission and post scission particle multiplicities together with the evaporation residues (ER) and fusion-fission (FF) cross sections has been widely investigated in the theoretical and experimental studies.
Mass-energy distributions (MEDs) of fission fragments are usually used as a source of information about fission dynamics. They were fully investigated for the first time by Nix and Swiatecki in their zero-viscosity dynamic model [93, 171] . Within the framework of this model, the authors succeeded in describing MED parameters for fission fragments of light fissile nuclei with fissility Z 2 /A ≤ 31. The zero-viscosity model [93, 171] predicts the values of the variances of mass and energy distributions lower than experimental data for heavier fissioning nuclei.
Considerable success was attained in relation to description of the MED characteristics of fission fragments and understanding of the role of nuclear dissipation within the diffusion model based on the multidimensional Fokker-Planck equation for the distribution function of collective variables [11, 12, 172] . The important achievement of the diffusion model is the possibility to explain the strong increase in the variances of mass and energy distributions that is observed experimentally with increase of the Z 2 /A parameter. However, the model still has a number of deficiencies. Its main drawback consists in the fact that it uses approximate methods for solving the Fokker-Planck equation. In ref. [173] , the variances of energy distributions calculated from the diffusion and two-dimensional Langevin models were compared. As a result, the uncertainty, which is due to the approximate nature of the methods used for solving the Fokker-Planck equation, was estimated as being equal to about 30%. Another important characteristic of the fission process, which was not taken into account, is the emission of prescission light particles. The evaporation of prescission particles not only changes the A and Z of the compound nucleus, but also significantly decreases the excitation energy of the fissioning nucleus. In turn, this strongly affects the evolution of the collective degrees of freedom, and finally influences the calculated observables.
The stochastic approach based on the set of 4D Langevin equations enables to study the process of formation of the fission fragment MEDs in detail, presenting at every time step the exact value for each physical quantity. The method used for the calculation of the observed characteristics applies the concept of a rupture surface. It is assumed that the distribution of the collective variables and their conjugate momenta are formed during the whole evolution of the fissioning system from a ground state to a certain scission configuration at which an instantaneous rupture of the nuclear neck takes place without any change in elongation. The further evolution of the collective variables produces only a minor effect on the formed mass and kinetic energy distributions of the reaction products. In the present calculation it was considered that the total kinetic energy E K of fission fragments is the sum of the Coulomb repulsion energy V C , the nuclear attraction energy V n of the fission fragments, the rotational energy V rot , and the kinetic energy of their relative motion (the prescission kinetic energy E ps ).
All the terms in this sum (E K = V C + V n + E ps + V rot ) were calculated at the scission surface. The calculated formulas for the V C and V n in the FRLDM could be found in ref. [174] , while exact relations for V rot are discussed, for example, in [49] . The calculated fission fragment MED for the 248 Cf compound nucleus is shown in fig. 6 . It can be seen that the shape of the fission fragment MED qualitatively corresponds to the experimentally observed results. Usually the quantitative comparison between the calculated results and experimental data are performed in terms of the parameters of one-dimensional mass (or charge) and kinetic energy distributions of fission fragments.
Mass distribution of fission fragments
One-dimensional mass and kinetic energy distributions can be obtained by integration of the two-dimensional MED over the corresponding parameter. In case of heavy fission nuclei at high excitation energy the mass and energy distributions are characterized by single-peak curves which are usually approximated by Gaussian curves with average values and variances, which are the principal characteristics of these distributions. In case of light fissioning nuclei which are below the Businaro-Gallone (BG) point the mass distribution is characterized by the Ulike shape of the mass distribution. The Bussinaro-Gallone point [175] indicates the transition between the mass distributions for nuclei which prefarably fission in mass symmetric fragments ("W" shape) and those which nascent fragments differ in mass ("U" shape). The BG point depends on the fissility of the compound nucleus but in second order also on its spin and excitation energy. The discussion of the details are presented in [176] .
The lowering of excitation energy will result in manifestation of shell effects in the potential energy surface, which finally could be seen in structured mass distribution of fission fragments.
A very important parameter which influence the shape of the mass/charge distribution is the viscosity reduction factor k s appeared in eq. (21) . Its influence on the friction tensor is shown in fig. 5 . In the present 4D Langevin code there is possibility to use one-body or two-body dissipation models with constant reduction coefficient k s and also the chaos weighted viscosity parameters described in details in [61] . The dissimilarity between two treatments of the dissipation reduction parameters for the compound nucleus 250 Cf at E = 45 MeV is shown in fig. 7 . The saddle point for heavy nuclei 250 Cf is for rather small elongation and the path from saddle to scission is quite long, thus for k s = 0.5 the FF charge distribution is almost identical for the chaos-weighted (k s (q 1 )) reduction factor. This is a consequence of the mass tensor behavior presented in fig. 5 where curves for β q2q2 (k s = 0.5) cover with β q2q2 (k s (q 1 )) for elongation q 1 ≥ 1.6 when for full viscosity there is substantial difference. Similar behavior is observed in other mass regions.
As is shown by the performed calculations, the variances of the mass and energy distributions are sensitive to the viscosity used in the theoretical calculations, details of PES calculations, parameters taken for description of particles emission and the character of the descent of trajectories from the saddle to the scission surface. In fig. 8 , we show the variance of the mass distribution as a function of the parameter Z 2 /A. Following this figure, it is possible to reproduce the sharp increase observed in the experimental values in the heavy-nuclei range within the stochastic approach and using the modified variant of the one-body viscosity. The explanation for the increase of the fission fragment mass distribution widths as k s decreases is as follows: on the one hand, the rigidity of the potential energy with respect to the mass-asymmetry coordinate during the descent from the saddle to the scission steadily increases; correspondingly, the mass distribution also narrows. On the other hand, the system keeps a "memory" of the former wider mass distribution because the descent process takes a finite time, which is lower than the relaxation time of the mass mode. Thus, the faster the descent, the larger the "stored" variance. The rate of descent generally depends on the viscosity, whose value depends on the coefficient k s . A detailed discussion of this mechanism of formation of the mass distribution can be found in [11] .
The results of the dynamical calculations based on the 4D Langevin model demonstrate the advantage of such approach, because the 4D dynamical model allows consistent calculations of fission fragments MED, angular distribution of fission fragments, and prescission particle multiplicities. The calculations performed in refs. [61, 63] have shown that the 4D model could describe the fission fragment MED parameters and prescission particles multiplicities for heavy nuclei using almost the same dissipation strength, which is not possible within the 3D calculations [27] . We performed calculations for several heavy fissioning systems, where the 3D Langevin calculations [19, 20] fail to reproduce simultaneously the prescission neutron multiplicities and the width of fission fragments mass and kinetic energy distributions. Reproduction of MED parameters in the 3D calculations required small values of k s 0.1, whereas k s ≥ 1 values are needed to reproduce prescission neutron multiplicities [19] . In the 4D calculations the consistent description of MED parameters and the n pre could be obtained with much closer k s values. In fig. 9 we present the prescission neutron multiplicity of the fissioning compound nuclei obtained in 4D Langevin calculations, for the same nuclei as in fig. 8 . As x-axis we choose initial temperature multiplied by squared isospin in order to present the n pre values in a more systematized way, as the n pre increases with the increase of initial temperature and isospin of the fissioning compound nucleus.
We obtain around 10% increase of n pre and at the same time around 80% increase of σ 2 M in comparison with 3D, as a result of the dynamical calculations with non-zero K values, which increase fission barrier heights, and decrease the stiffness of the nucleus with respect to mass-asymmetry deformations. Thus, for very heavy nuclei Z 2 /A > 38 the experimental n pre values could be reproduced with k s around 1.0, or with deformation dependent k s (q 1 ). At the same time these large k s values also allow to have a wide mass distribution. For lighter nuclei 35 < Z 2 /A < 38 the experimental n pre values could already be reproduced with k s (q 1 ). Such k s values allow to obtain the variance of mass distribution σ 2 M in the calculations, which is close to the experimental one (the difference between experimental and calculated σ 2 M values does not exceed 30%). Considering the deformation- dependent k s (q 1 ) obtained from the chaos-weighted wall formula one can see that these calculations predict larger n pre values compared to that with k s = 0.25. This is due to the enhanced emission during the descend from saddle to scission point, where k s (q 1 ) > 0.25.
For the lighter systems the mean prescission neutron multiplicity could be reproduced with lower k s values. The calculations with k s = 0.25 are already very close to the experimental data. At the same time the calculated σ 2 M values exceed the experimental data by about 20%, and the best reproduction of σ 2 M could be obtained with k s = 1. Thus, the calculations with k s (q 1 ) provide a reasonable balance ensuring satisfactory reproduction of both σ 2 M and n pre experimental values with a reasonable quality. A detailed investigation of this effect from static and dynamical point of view is presented in refs. [61, 63] . More subtle tuning of the parameters of the statistical model [144] that governs the particle evaporation, for example, the level-density parameter a, could also provide a better reproduction of prescission particle multiplicities.
Powerful microscopic calculations of fission dynamics became possible during the last decade [178, 179] . Nevertheless, a fully microscopic model is still challenging to implement. Huge computational resources are required, and existing models do not reach the potential of systematic and widespread comparison with experiment yet. Even current large-scale shell-model studies are not able to provide a fully-microscopic and global description of nuclear structure in heavy/deformed nuclei, due to the dimension of the Hamiltonian matrix. Also, the extension and application of microscopic models becomes difficult with increasing excitation energy. On the contrary, classical approaches based on the macroscopic diffusion equation can readily be implemented, and provide a large variety of observables for comparison with experiment. In this context, the combination of macroscopic and microscopic methods developed by Strutinsky [92] showed to be both pertinent and powerful; it attracted much attention during the last decades, being rapidly growing field of research, as it allows to avoid computer-consuming fully microscopic calculations. At the same time, calculations within the shell correction method are rather simple, in contrast to pure microscopic calculations. Recent elaborate dynamical investigations demonstrated that the macroscopic-microscopic method provides the possibility to consider a large variety of nuclear shapes and predict many experimental observables [73, 180, 181] .
The fission fragment mass distribution has been calculated at low excitation energies in the framework of Langevin dynamics. In refs. [21, 22] , the results of twodimensional Langevin calculations of the mass distribution were presented for the 227 Pa compound nucleus at low excitation energies. Moreover, the shell corrections were taken into account when calculating the potential energy, level-density parameter, and the deformation dependence of the penetrability coefficient in determining the particle-emission widths. In these studies, multimodal fission was obtained in theoretical calculations. In addition, the mass-distribution shape appeared to be very sensitive to the nuclear viscosity (to the value of the coefficient k s ). Therefore, the authors of [21, 22] concluded that the mass-distribution parameters are more sensitive to viscosity at low excitation energies than to prescission particle multiplicity. In addition, the authors of [21, 22] stressed the importance of taking into account the temperature dependence of the nuclear viscosity.
Energy distribution of fission fragments
The total kinetic energy-distribution parameters have been investigated for various nuclei in a large number of experimental [182] [183] [184] and theoretical [107, 173, 185, 186] studies. From an analysis of the available experimental data, it was found that E K is virtually independent of both angular momentum and an excitation energy [182] . In addition, it was shown in [182, 183] that E K is not a linear function of the parameter Z 2 /A 1/3 , as follows from the Viola systematics [187] , and has a break at Z 2 /A 1/3 900. It was proven that E K could be approximated by the two different linear functions. The fracture is observed if only the results on strongly heated nuclei are selected from the experimental data and low-energy and spontaneous fission strongly influenced by shell effects, as well as quasi-fission reactions, are excluded. The systematics proposed in [182, 183] has the form
According to the Viola systematics [187] , E K is given by the expression . The black dashed curve is the systematics from [182, 183] . The reactions are the same as in fig. 8 .
The mean kinetic energy of fission fragments obtained in 4D Langevin calculations with the one-body viscosity as a function of the fissility parameter Z 2 /A is presented in fig. 10 . From fig. 10 , it can be seen that the calculated values of E K agree well with the experimental data and lie closer to the Viola systematics. It is necessary to emphasize that the calculated E K values [20, 188] decrease with the reduction coefficient k s , as the mean scission deformation of the fissioning compound nuclei increases a little bit with decrease of the k s . A similar result was obtained in two-dimensional calculations [56] with a neck radius equal to zero taken as the rupture condition. In [56] , the best description of the experimental data was attained with k s approximately equal to 0.3. The values obtained in 3D and 4D calculations of E K do not appear to be as sensitive to k s ; therefore, it is difficult to make conclusions about the value of viscosity based on them. The fact that E K actually ceases to depend on k s is associated with the inclusion of the evolution of a nucleus in the mass asymmetry coordinate of the three-dimensional calculations, in contrast to that of the two-dimensional calculations [56] . Indeed, in paper [28] the influence of the mass-asymmetry coordinate on the E K is quantitatively demonstrated.
The results [189] of dynamical calculations of E K show that the mean distance between the centers of mass of nascent fragments at the scission configuration increases linearly with the parameter Z 2 /A 1/3 . This distance changes approximately from 2.35 R 0 for 119 Xe to 2.6 R 0 for 256 Fm. In spite of this increase in mean distance between future fragments at scission, the linear dependence of E K on the parameter Z 2 /A 1/3 remains approximately valid over a wide range of the Coulomb parameter
Calculated values of σ 2 E K for different k s are shown in fig. 11 . It can be seen that the calculations in the 4D Langevin dynamics with k s 0.25 or k s (q 1 ) make it possible to reproduce qualitatively the increase of the variances Fig. 11 . Variance of the fission fragment kinetic energy distribution for different fissioning heavy nuclei at different k s values. The reactions are the same as in fig. 8 .
The inclusion of the mass-asymmetry collective coordinate results in an increase of the calculated σ 2 E K values in comparison with the calculations performed in 2D Langevin models [185] for symmetric fission. However, the 4D calculations fails to reproduce quantitatively the slope of the increase of experimental data, especially for very heavy fissioning nuclei.
The present 4D calculations as well as previous calculations in 3D model [19, 20] substantially underestimate the experimental σ 2 E K values. As we discussed [27, 61, 121] , the main reason of this underestimation is the insufficient flexibility of the (c, h, α)-parametrization, which cannot generate the elongated shapes with a thick and long cylindrical neck. The inclusion of the K coordinate can only a little improve theoretical description of σ 2 E K in 4D calculations in comparison with 3D one. As examples of the nuclear shape parameterizations, which can improve the description of the σ 2 E K in multidimensional Langevin calculations, we can mention the ones used in refs. [73, 95, 190, 191] . The consideration of post-scission dynamic can also influence on the parameters of kinetic energy distribution.
MED dependent on the PES choice
The estimation of the shape evolution of the hot, rotating nucleus in its path to fission allows accurate studies of the potential energy approaches as the fission fragment mass/charge distribution are very sensitive on the choice of the potential energy (PES) model used in calculation. The final MED is governed by the energy space in which the nucleus is moving. Each macroscopic model has the parameters fitted to known observables. Part of them are fitted to the ground state energies, means measured nuclear masses, others are adjusted also to the experimentally extracted fission barrier heights. The statistical codes take into account usually this two observables thus the choice of the potential energy landscape model is not so crucial. The dynamical approaches are the best choice to verify the ability of the phenomenological models to describe the reaction phenomena such as fission or evaporation.
The move of the nucleus through the PES space as it was described in sect. 2, allows to trace step by step the fine details of the energy space generated by various models. As the Monte Carlo method is applied to randomize trajectories, not only ground-state and saddle points plays a role but also all saddles and scission points are studied. As it was already mentioned the choice of the collective coordinates is crucial to correctly describe the reality. This is not only the problem of computing time but also compatibility between the nuclear shape parametrization and the energy model. The stiffness of the landscapes obtained with two various energy formulas in this same deformation plane could differ dramatically and this is visible in the MED shape.
The influence of the potential energy surface on the fission dynamics has been investigated in few articles, see for example refs. [62, 192] and references therein. The potential energy surface determines the fission barrier height, and, as a result, the fission rate. The sensitivity of the potential energy on the collective coordinates like neck and mass-asymmetry of compound nucleus is reflected in the mass and energy distributions of fission fragments. In the present study the two widely used models for potential energy are investigated. There are finite range liquid drop model (FRLDM) [44, 112] with a recent modifications (FRLDM+W) [73, 81] and Lublin-Strasbourg drop (LSD) approach [193] with congruence energy (LSD+C.) [194] .
The FRLDM takes into account the diffusive density profile of nuclear surface and includes the deformationdependent nuclear, rotational and Coulomb parts [112, 195] . The inclusion of the deformation dependent Wigner plus A 0 macroscopic energies in the FRLDM [73] allows to decrease substantially the large discontinuities that appears in the potential energy at the transition point between single and separated systems [81] . The parameters of FRLDM with deformation-dependent Wigner plus A 0 terms obtained in ref. [81] have been found from the fit of 1989 nuclear masses and 31 fission barriers for the nuclei with 16.5 < Z 2 /A < 38.1.
The LSD model is one of the newest versions of the drop formula which takes into account the deformation dependence of the surface, curvature, rotational and Coulomb parts. The parameters of this approach have been fitted to 2766 nuclear masses with the rms deviation of the binding energies δB = 0.698 MeV and it reproduced the fission barrier heights with the rms deviation δV B = 3.56 MeV [193] for the nuclei with 15 < Z 2 /A < 38.
The existing expressions for the shape-dependent Wigner plus A 0 terms in FRLDM and the congruence energy in LSD model, are widely used in calculations of static properties of nuclei [81, 190, 193] and dynamical modeling [73, 80, 192] . They are the subject of the [62] where apart of a study the sensitivity of MED parameters on the choice of the PES model, also multiplicities of prescission light particles, obtained from dynamical calculations with various macroscopic approaches, are discussed.
The phenomenological potential for the rotating nucleus contains also the rotational part. The rigid body model has been applied to calculate the rotational energy with eq. (15) . With increasing the angular momentum, the fission barrier lowers, thus the fission is more probable. The K coordinate behaves in the opposite way as it was shown in figs. 1 and 2 of [61] . The lowest barrier is for K = 0 and it increases with K value. The rotational energy depends on the nuclear deformation by moments of inertia. The influence of the rotation on PES is well visible in medium mass nuclei, which can sustain up to very high spins (even around 100h). The heavier nuclei undergo fission more easily so the effect of rotation is less pronounced.
The main goal of the PES investigation was a verification of the newest models and its ingredients by applying the full Langevin calculation on top of it for various compound nucleus mass regions and excitation energies. The crucial point was discovering the nuclear mass range and also physical observables sensitive on changing the PES model.
Below there are series of figures obtained for various compound nuclei. The differences between PES models have been shown for few cases in [62, 192, 196] . The influence of the PES on the mean multiplicities of the emitted particles was investigated in [62, 197] for reactions 84 Kr + 27 Al at beam energy 5.9 and 10.6 MeV/nucleon thus presently the attention will be focused on the MED distributions. Figure 12 allows to observe the evolution of the mass distribution for various PES models for the reaction 84 Kr + 27 Al at 5.9 MeV/nucleon, (a) and 10.6 MeV/nucleon (b) beam energies. As it was previously mentioned for the mass distribution of this reactions [62] , the shape of the MED distribution is mainly governed by the PES: flat energy maps in case of FRLDM or FRLDM+C. provide mostly asymmetric fission. A steep LSD and LSD+C. energy landscapes dependence on mass-asymmetry coordinate bring the symmetric division of compound nuclei more pronounced. Such a behavior was noticed also earlier in reaction 78 Kr + 40 Ca → 118 Ba [192] . Despite the shape of the PES for different macroscopic approaches, the fission barrier heights for the FRLDM+C. and LSD+C. have similar values thus in the statistical codes, which are based mainly on these variables, the results are very close to each other.
The comparison of the full distribution of the detected species containing the fission fragments is shown in fig. 13 . The difference between experimental and theoretical cross section for charges more than 40 is due to evaporation 
111
In (E * =205 MeV) residues included in measured data as it was shown in [62] fig. 7 . Comparison of this two plots brings the conclusion that the PES is more important for the fission channel than in evaporation part. Figure 14 shows the charge distribution for reaction 20 Ne + 232 Th → 252 Fm with beam energy 1.25 AMeV [199] . The choice of the mass range of the compound nucleus is crucial for effective investigation of the PES dependence of fission-driving observables. The huge difference in the mass/charge distribution noticed in medium mass nuclei such as 111 In are almost invisible for heavy and super-heavy systems. The explanation comes directly from the shape of the PES as it was discussed in [196] . The energy maps calculated for heavy and super-heavy nuclei with various macroscopic approaches are much more consistent than for the medium mass compound nuclei.
The excitation energy of the compound nucleus decides mainly about the number of particles evaporated during the motion to fission, thus in fig. 15 for the reaction 22 Ne + 238 U → 260 No for beam energy 6 AMeV and 7.4 AMeV [200] we show a comparison between results obtained with FRLDM and LSD potential energy models. Although the system is very heavy, the difference in the widths of the distribution is slightly visible. This behavior is hardly dependent on the excitation energy of the system.
Angular distribution of fission fragments 4.1 Transition-state model
Until the past decade the standard transition-state model [201, 202] is conventionally used in theoretical analysis of the data on angular distribution of fission fragments. The essence of this model consists in the assumption that there is a certain chosen (transition) configuration of a fissile system that determines the angular distribution of the fission fragments. Thus, there are two limiting assumptions on the position of the transition state and, correspondingly two variants of the transition-state model: the saddle-point transition-state (SPTS) model and the scission-point transition-state (SCTS) model. The SPTS model uses the following assumptions: i) the mean time of stay of a nucleus in the saddle-point region is sufficiently larger than a characteristic time of equilibration of K mode. In other words the time τ gs of the motion of the system from the ground state to the saddle point is much longer than the relaxation time of the K degree of freedom (τ gs τ K ). ii) The mean time of descent of a nucleus from the saddle to scission is short in comparison with τ K . In this case the K distribution is formed at the saddle point and stays approximately the same. iii) The K distribution P (K) is determined by the factor exp(−E rot /T ) [203] , and E rot is given by eq. (15).
Analyzing angular distributions, one usually assumes that fission fragments fly apart along the symmetry axis of the nucleus. In that case the angular distribution is determined by the following three numbers: I, K and M . Here, I is the total angular momentum of the compound nucleus, K is the projection of the total angular momentum onto the symmetry axis of the nucleus and M is the projection of the total angular momentum onto the axis of the projectile-ion beam. In the case of fusion of spinless ions we have M = 0. The angular distribution at fixed values of I and K then has the form W (θ, I, K)
where the quantum number M is the projection of the total angular momentum I on the space-fixed axis, θ is the angle with respect to the space-fixed axis, and D I M,K (θ) is the symmetric-top wave function. In case of zero spin target and projectile nuclei, M is zero. The experimentally observed angular distribution of fission fragments can be obtained upon averaging over the distributions with respect to I and K in the form
where σ(I) and P (K) are the distributions of compound nuclei with respect to the total angular momentum and its projection, respectively. A frequently used approximation of the fission fragment angular distribution reads as follows:
where J 0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function, p = (I + 1/2) 2 /(4K 2 0 ), and the variance of the equilibrium K-distribution K 0 is
Here T , J , and J ⊥ are the nuclear temperature and the parallel and perpendicular moments of inertia taken at the transition state. Equation (35) is known as the Halpern-Strutinsky formula [201, 203] , if one considers the saddle point as a transition state. An average angular distribution is obtained by averaging the expression (35) over the ensemble of stochastic trajectories The anisotropy of the fission fragment angular distribution is given by
There are three factors, which determine the angular distribution: the initial spin distribution of compound nuclei, the effective inertia moments, and the nuclear temperatures at the transition states.
In the case p 1 the anisotropy of the angular distribution is given by the approximate relation
Equation (38) could be used for qualitative analysis of the anisotropy of angular distribution. Equation (35) is used for quantitative analysis in the present paper.
The expression similar to eq. (35) could be applied in the SCTS model, but factors determined by eqs. (36) should be calculated at the scission point, i.e. it is assumed that τ K is much shorter than the descent time from the saddle to the scission point. In this case the equilibration of the K degree of freedom is supposed to be at the scission point.
The effect of model dimension on the angular distribution
The set of all the accessible transition states is determined by the potential energy landscape and, hence, by the number of collective coordinates. At the same time, the particular ensemble of transition points strongly depends on the fission dynamics and, consequently, is sensitive to all the components of the model used: the conservative force, the friction and mass tensors, etc. For instance, in the case of the SPTS model in the one-dimensional case there is only one transition state, the saddle point, for each angular momentum, while in the multidimensional case the entire ensemble of conditional saddle points forms the set of transition states. The multidimensional dynamic models, in comparison with the one-dimensional ones, take into account the multidimensional nature of the fission barrier. This circumstance can strongly influence the anisotropy of angular distribution predicted by models with a different number of collective coordinates involved.
In ref. [20] , we assumed that the model dimension influences the calculated angular distribution anisotropy. In addition, this influence should be stronger with increase of the nuclear fissility and excitation energy. In fact, under these conditions, the fission barrier becomes lower and a number of transition states accessible for a fissile nucleus becomes larger. An increase of the nuclear excitation energy also results in an increase of the accessible phase space to a nucleus at the ridge.
The one-dimensional Langevin equations was applied to explore the main features of angular distribution [204, 205] . In 2007 Jia and Bao [206] have published the results of the angular distribution calculations within twodimensional Langevin dynamics. Their results are in a good agreement with the experimental data. The results of the one-dimensional Langevin model are in agreement only at low excitation energies [206] .
In order to investigate the dependence of the calculated angular distribution of fission fragments on the number of collective coordinates involved in dynamical consideration in more detail, we calculated the angular distribution anisotropy in the one-dimensional and three-dimensional Langevin models for two reactions: 16 O + 208 Pb → 224 Th and 16 O + 232 Th → 248 Cf. We disregarded particle evaporation in order to study only dependence of the anisotropy of the angular distribution on dimensionality. Figure 16 shows that although the anisotropy of the angular distribution almost coincides in the one-dimensional and threedimensional calculations at low excitation energies, the three-dimensional model predicts considerably higher values than the one-dimensional model at high excitation energy. It can be seen that the anisotropy of the angular distribution obtained in the three-dimensional calculations for the 224 Th nucleus at E 150 MeV is 30% higher than that obtained in the one-dimensional calculations. For the nucleus 248 Cf this difference reaches almost 40%. Such dependence agrees with the assumption that the influence of model dimensionality should be stronger for heavier nuclei.
One should consider J eff at the saddle point and its dependence on c, h and α coordinates in order to explain the dependence of A on dimensionality. The saddle point is located at h 0 and α = 0. A weak dependence of the effective moment of inertia on the mass-asymmetry parameter and a stronger dependence on the parameter h takes place. In this case, the values of J eff decrease if the parameter h deviates from zero either on the positive or the negative sides. In the multidimensional model the anisotropy of angular distribution is calculated by averaging over the ensemble of transition points, while, in the one-dimensional model, only one transition state (the saddle point) is realized. Therefore, the values of K 0 obtained in the three-dimensional calculations are lower on average than in the one-dimensional case both due to an increase in the effective moment of inertia and a decrease in the transition-state temperature. Lower values of the parameter K 0 correspond to a narrower angular distribution.
Energy dependence of the anisotropy of the angular distribution
In fig. 17 the calculated results for the anisotropy of the angular distribution are presented for the reactions 16 [207] . It is known [201, 208, 209 ] that the SPTS model provides good reproduction of the experimental data on the anisotropy of the angular distributions for reactions where 3 He, αparticles are used as projectiles. The compound nuclei formed in such reactions have a temperature of about 1 MeV and low angular momenta. It was found that the standard SPTS model regularly predicted low values of the angular distribution anisotropy for reaction with massive ions of carbon, oxygen and heavy ions [208] , in comparison with the experimental data, and the values obtained according to the SCTS model.
It is seen from the figure, that the experimental data on the anisotropy of the fission fragment angular distribution can not be reproduced neither of the SPTS or SCTS models especially for compound nuclei heavier than 224 Th and for high excitation energies. Experimental data are between the predictions of the both transition-state models. For the case of the light compound nuclei (see results for 224 Th), experimental data are reproduced rather well by the SPTS model.
It was assumed that the transition state determining the angular distribution of fission fragments could be located somewhere between the saddle point and the scission point. The existent uncertainty with the position of the transition state indicates that it is necessary to take into account the dynamical features of the angular distribution formation. In this case, the tilting mode could be considered as an independent collective coordinate in the multidimensional Langevin approach. Such completely dynamical approach makes it possible to determine, in the most general form, the non-equilibrium K-mode distribution P (K, t). However, in this case, the problem of calculating the conservative force and the transport parameters (inertial and friction) for the tilting mode arises. At the same time there is no theoretical approach for calculating the transport coefficients for the tilting mode. The calculation of the transport coefficients is one of the involved problems in nuclear dynamics. Therefore, a fully dynamical consideration of the evolution of the K degree of freedom is still difficult.
The dynamical aspects of the angular distribution formation can be evaluated using the relaxation time τ K for the tilting mode. In refs. [116] [117] [118] , it was proposed that the evolution of the tilting mode can be considered using the Monte Carlo method. In refs. [116, 117] the dynamical treatment of the tilting mode was joined with onedimensional Langevin dynamics for shape degree of freedom, while 3-dimensional Langevin equations for shape degree of freedom were employed in refs. [51, 118] . The K equilibration time is deduced to be (20-30) × 10 −21 s in refs. [116, 117] and (2-4) × 10 −21 s in [51, 118] from fits of the calculated values to experimental data on the anisotropy of the angular distribution for heavy fissioning compound systems. Theoretical estimates of the relaxation time for the K mode and for other rotational modes in deep-inelastictransfer reactions were obtained in [157, 210] , where use of the ideas of nucleon-transport theory in nuclear collisions with allowance for quantum effects [211] was made. In refs. [157, 210] , the relaxation time τ K for the tilting mode was estimated in the limits at (2-20)×10 −21 s, the specific value being dependent on the total angular momentum of the system.
The energy dependence of the anisotropy revealed from the developed approach [51, 118] was found to be closer to the experimental data than the predictions of the statistical models SPTS and SCTS. Such phenomenologically estimated values for τ K are comparable with the mean time of the descent from the saddle point to scission [118] . This fact points out that K distribution changes during the descent from the saddle point to scission. These first attempts of using the Langevin dynamics joined with the Monte Carlo algorithm that considers the tilting mode as an independent collective degree of freedom brought a new ideas and understanding about K distribution evolution. It eventually resulted in another step ahead -the pure dynamical consideration of this evolution.
Angular distribution within 4D Langevin dynamics
Within dynamical consideration of the angular distribution formation, the tilting mode could be considered as an independent collective coordinate in the multidimensional Langevin approach. Such completely dynamical approach makes it possible to determine, in the most general form, the non-equilibrium K-mode distribution P (K, t). However, in this case, the problem of calculating the conservative force and the transport parameters (inertial and friction) for the tilting mode arises. The works of Døssing [157, 210] , Randrup [158] and Lestone [115] partially solved those problems, particularly by the use of the overdamped treatment of the K-coordinate dynamic. This assumption took away the open question with inertial tensor for the tilting mode. Anyway, the calculation of the transport coefficients is one of the involved problems in nuclear dynamics, but multidimensional Langevin consideration of the tilting mode relaxation became possible.
Recent theoretical dynamical 4D Langevin calculations [61, 63, 159, [212] [213] [214] realized the pure dynamical treatment of the K-mode relaxation process. The investigations were made for light, medium and heavy compound nucleus formed in the heavy ion collisions (from 162 Yb to 264 Rf). Solved together, Langevin equations for the shape parameters (eq. (10)) and for the K collective coordinate (eq. (14)) made it possible to obtain the new theoretical results on many fission observables within stochastic dynamical approach. Most of them are presented in previous section of our current work and reveal the better agreement with experimental data, than previous 3D, 2D and 1D Langevin calculations.
In case of zero spin target and projectile nuclei, M = 0, and the angular distribution of fission fragments is determined by averaging the expression (33) over the ensemble of the Langevin trajectories
where upper index j determines the value of the corresponding quantity at the scission surface for the j-th trajectory and N f is the total number of simulated trajectories which go to fission channel. Applying eq. (39) within the present 4D calculations we determine the fission fragment angular distribution at the scission surface. This procedure does not use the assumptions of the standard transition-state model, as the K distribution is determined at every time step. Thus, there is no need for any assumptions of its distribution at any arbitrary transition point. The qualitative influence of the γ K parameter on the dynamical evolution of the K coordinate can be found in refs. [61, 63] . The anisotropy of the fission fragment distribution is then given by eq. (38) where the angular distribution W (θ) can be found either from the 4D calculations using eq. (39) or from the equilibrium K distribution at the transition-state model [201, 202] . It is worth mentioning, that the most of the analyzed observables, for instance, prescission particle multiplicities and fission fragment MED characteristics do not get the new "physics" or consideration within the 4D dynamics -it is like more evolutionary changes. But much more substantial change we get for the fission fragment angular distribution formation treatment -now we get pure dynamical consideration of the process of its formation, because we get instant K values for any point along the fission trajectory from the dynamical equation (14) . Eventually, we get a K-mode distribution for any given moment of time or point along the fission trajectory. So we need no assumption about some special point, where the distribution is formed and does not change anymore. While solving this kind of question, dynamical consideration brings up a new one -the transport coefficients and particularly the viscosity for a new dynamical variable. The friction component for the K coordinate controls the coupling between the orientation degree of freedom and "heat bath". It plays the primary role for the K-mode relaxation process and the angular distribution formation.
Above-mentioned recent works [63, 159, 213, 214] demonstrated that the impact of the dissipation coefficient for shape parameters (k s ) and the one for the Kmode (γ K ) on the calculated observables can be selec-tively probed. The nuclear viscosity with respect to nuclear shape parameters influences the emitted particle multiplicities (n pre ), the fission fragment MED parameters, and the angular distribution of fission fragments. At the same time the dissipation coefficient γ K exerts the angular distribution of fission fragments only. In other words, in order to get close to the experimental values of the angular distribution anisotropy, one could change the γ K value only, without affecting results for other observables of interest.
The question of value and deformation dependence of γ K were investigated through several works [63, 159, 213, 214] . Initially deduced by Lestone constant value γ K = 0.077 (MeV zs) −1/2 was proved [61, 63] to be a good approximation for fission of heavy compound nucleus with A CN 250.
For lighter fissioning compound nucleus it could be treated as an initial approximation, but substantial scaling (up to several times) of γ K might be needed in order to get the experimental anisotropy values for each theoretically modeled fission reaction [63, 114, 115, 157, 158] . This fact motivated us to use a deformation-dependent γ K coefficient calculated following [115] for the shapes featuring a neck, which predicts quite small values of γ K = 0.0077 (MeV zs) −1/2 . For compact shapes one should use some kind of approximation [63, 214] . Eventually, to reproduce the experimental data on the anisotropy of fission fragment angular distribution the γ K value for the compact shapes without the neck should be increased up to 0.2-0.4 (MeV zs) −1/2 for the compound nuclei with A CN 200 and up to 0.1-0.2 (MeV zs) −1/2 for the heavier nuclei with A CN 250 [159] .
An important observation on K-mode dynamical relaxation process could be done based on these results: the dynamics of the K coordinate tends to the predictions of the saddle point transition-state model. Due to the large values of γ K at the region of compact shapes, one gets the quick equilibration of the K coordinate to the moment when saddle point shapes will be reached by the fissioning system.
Isotopic distribution
The fission fragment distribution usually is presented as the charge distribution or the mass distribution of the products. The isotopic distribution of FF produced in the reaction in medium energy excitation is a very rare information. Experimentally it was challenging over the years to have the detectors with good enough resolution to discriminate between different masses and various charges of measured species. In the past the experiment focused on the actinide region because of its application in power plants. The neutron-or proton-induced fission of Th and U isotopes have been discussed for example in [215, 216] showing the isotopic distribution for indium, cesium and rubidium isotopes.
The low energy process as proton-or neutron-induced fission and also high energy reactions providing the nucleon transfer or multifragmentation are very interest- ing but they cannot be treated within our stochastic approach. The evolution of the nucleus from its ground state up to the scission point in the four-dimensional space of the deformation degrees of freedom and the projected angular momentum by solving transport equation of the Langevin is well described for the process leading to CN with the medium excitation energy and large spin.
The high energy physics shows also the interest in study of the isotopic distribution. The examination of the isotopic distribution has been done in few cases by the observations of the γ-rays and a deduction of the yield for each isotope separately [217] , i.e. for the transfer reaction. Also the fragmentation process was more productive to give the isotopic distribution for various fragments. There are attempts to connect the isotopic distribution with the actual temperature of the system [218] , which is very important in the multifragmentation reactions.
The experimental data, which contain the isotopic distributions for medium-energy reactions, are rare. One of the examples is the isotopic distribution coming from fusion-fission reaction, where the compound nucleus was 111 In [198, 219] . Lately, the isotopic distribution for the fusion-fission reaction of 238 U+ 12 C leading to a compound 250 Cf with excitation energy of 45 MeV has been measured in GANIL, France with VAMOS spectrometer [177, 220] . As the isotopic distribution is a more detailed observable than the total mass and charge distribution of FF, it should provide the better understanding of dynamic of fission process.
The average neutron excess N /Z [177] , which can be extracted from the isotopic distribution shapes, allows to discuss the equilibration of the neutron-to-proton ratio with an evolution of the nuclear deformation. This observable could discriminate the fusion-fission reaction, where the N /Z is smooth, on the transfer reaction where it could be approximated by two separate lines, connected with N/Z of projectile and target [64, 177] .
Another extremely interesting observable, which is extracted from the ID, is the width. The theoretical reproduction of these variables is very difficult, as it demands correct description for all steps of the fission: the emission of the particle before scission, the right treating of the scission point and also an estimation of the postscission emission. A more detailed comparison is provided by the isotopic or isobaric distributions. From the experimental and also from the theoretical point of view such a distribution is quite demanding but also the most sensitive to the model parameter changes.
Isotopic distribution and PES
The influence of the PES approach on the shape of the isotopic distribution is obvious as it changes dramatically the mass/charge distributions. This conclusion is supported by figs. 18 and 19 for medium mass CN. The isotopic maps (figs. 18) reflect directly the shape of the mass/charge distributions, the PES calculated with FRLDM and also with FRLDM+W. predicts lower barriers for asymmetric shapes and the LSD driven potentials give symmetric partition of the CN. Figures 18 and 19 display the final fission fragments. In the path from the compound nucleus to the scission point the prescission particles are emitted. After scission, fragments could have still enough excitation energy to deexcite by emission of particles. The isotopic distribution is obviously very sensitive on the multiplicity of emitted particles as the prescission emission changes the N/Z ratio of the scissioning system. The detected particles are [198] (gray histograms) are compared to predictions by various model variants: FRLDM without (blue dotted line) and with (red dashed line) deformation-dependent Wigner term, LSD without (pink full line) and with (green dash-dotted line) deformation-dependent congruence term. Experimental error bars are not shown for clarity; they are below 30% in most cases. The isotopic distributions for Z = 9, 12, 14, 16, 19, 20 are presented in [62] .
cold thus the postscission emission is necessary to compare isotopic distribution with experimental data [197] .
The detailed comparison of the isotopic distribution has been shown partially in [62] and supplemented with other charges displayed in fig. 19 . As it is seen distributions are too narrow for heavier species for all macroscopic PES. The centroids of the distribution are also shifted, which could be a sign that not enough particles are still evaporated. Plots similar to fig. 18 done for heavy compounds such as 250 Cf, 252 Fm, 260 No and others do not show a visible difference and thus they are not displayed.
Charge variance
The phenomenological nature of our macroscopic models, which are presented in this paper, permits to reproduce wide range of observables but it includes few presuppositions. As we know the shape of the fissioning nucleus, we can estimate the mass of the fission fragments but its atomic number is unknown.
The assumption of uniformly charged matter and Unchanged Charge Distribution (UCD) allows to divide the charge of the fissioning nucleus into two parts but it is not enough to reproduce the experimental data. One of the first studies of the nuclear charge distribution [221] suggested that fission products of actinides maybe formed predominantly by beta decay processes starting from products of lower Z than expected.
Later on such an idea has been connected with the Equal Charge Displacement (ECD). In the article [222] there is underlined that if the time scale for fission is comparable with time of collision, the polarization is impossible. There is deviation of the FF charge density from expected with assumption of uniformly charged matter.
The division of the nucleus into fragments is usually done with quite low excitation energy after emission prescission particles so the structural effects could play a role. However, our model is fully classical and any quantum effects are negleted. Thus we can only approximately estimate the importance of the charge variation on different fission observables. As we are working in the high excitation energies the influence coming from scission moment is minor but still visible, especially in the isotopic distributions.
The first attempt to include the charge as a collective coordinate was done in [102] [103] [104] . The Langevin equations have been solved in three-dimensional collective coordinate space where apart from elongation and neck parameters, the charge asymmetry η Z = (Z R − Z L )/(Z R + Z L ) (Z L , Z R are the charges of the left-and right-hand fragments) is taken on this same footing. The PES was a sum of the surface, Coulomb, symmetry and rotational energies, where only the surface part was independent on the charge coordinate. The Werner-Wheeler method has been applied to obtain the mass tensors not only for shape parameters but also the charge one. From the one-and two-body dissipation method also the friction coefficient connected to the η Z variables was deduced and taken into calculations. The testing reaction was 4 He+ 232 Th → 236 U at excitation energies E = 39-160 MeV. The influence of the dissipation model was discussed as it changes the behavior of the relaxation time of the charge coordinates from constant (one-body) to more complex (two-body assumption). The widths of the charge distribution is slightly dependent on the friction model, but it increases with enlarging the excitation energy of the system. The comparison of the results with experimental data allowed to deduce that the statistical equilibration of the charge mode is independent on the friction assumption and occurs at each excitation energy.
The calculations have been done assuming the symmetric disintegration of the nucleus but the main outcome permits to approximate the charge mode by statistical limit as it has shorter relaxation time than deformation degrees of freedom.
Thus we made an estimation of the influence of the charge variation on various observables. In our previous paper [62] the study of the reactions: 84 Kr+ 27 Al at 5.9 and 10.6 MeV/nucleus provided good description of the isobaric distribution of the evaporation residues [219] but the theoretical isotopic distributions of the fission fragments have been too narrow in comparison to the experimental data [198] . The variables important for the noticeable changes of the isotopic distribution is the charge variation. Thus variance of the charge distribution of the fission fragments affects various observables calculated by solving the Langevin equations in the four dimensional collective coordinate space. The newly published data [177] are perfect for such an investigation as they comprise complete and wide range of isotopic species, measured with good accuracy, producing in our favorable conditions.
The correct method to obtain the charge division between the nascent fragments requires calculations of the charge density distribution in the fissioning nucleus. The alternative idea was proposed in [102] [103] [104] . The variance of the charge distribution was calculated as a function of the mean internal excitation energy at scission for onebody and two-body viscosities. They proposed to introduce the collective coordinates connected to the ratio of the fragment charges as a mimic of the charge density distributions. In place of the mass asymmetry parameter they introduced the charge asymmetry parameter. The energy term depends on this coordinate by the stiffness parameters and the friction parameter of the charge mode have been shown within one-body dissipation model. In this approach, the variance of the charge asymmetry parameters, obtained in the scission point, is directly translated into the variance of the charge distribution σ 2 Z . The main message was that the results obtained with constant charge variance well estimate the calculation done with charge-asymmetry coordinate. This statement is very significant for our model, because when we already calculate Langevin trajectories in four dimensions, we are legitimated to add the charge fluctuation in the scission point, instead of increasing the number degrees of freedom by another collective degree of freedom.
Once the scission point is reached, mass division is determined according to the volume of the nascent fragments. In any Langevin code, whenever the dynamics of the charge asymmetry degree of freedom is not treated by means of an explicit collective coordinate, an assumption has to be made about partitioning of protons between the fragments. A number of empirical hypotheses have been proposed by various authors [201, 223] . Sharing of neutrons straightforwardly follows from mass and charge. In the code used in this work, proton partitioning is based on the Unchanged Charge Density (UCD) assumption, which is a reasonable approximation for the most probable charge at fixed mass at medium and high E [224] . It implies conservation of A/Z between the fissioning nucleus and the fragments at scission. For a specific mass split, the atomic number of the fragments is then unequivocally defined by
where A F F i (Z F F i ) is the mass (charge) of the i th fragment before post-scission evaporation, and A fiss (Z fiss ) is the mass (charge) of the fissioning nucleus. In such a "sharp" scheme, charge fluctuations are inexistent: the isobaric charge variance σ Z -given by the width of the charge-dispersion curve at fixed mass [221] -is zero. To our knowledge, the absence of charge fluctuations is common to (nearly) all available Langevin codes, although the most probable charge may be derived from one or another hypotheses [21, 27, 52, 63, 185, [225] [226] [227] [228] . The charge fluctuation in our model are taken into account in the scission moment. The random Gaussian distribution with fixed σ Z widths is applied to differ the estimated Z UCD F F i by ±1, ±2, . . .. This σ Z widths has to be fitted to existing data as there is no clear prescription what should be the correct values and the study are in progress. The dynamic calculation has been done for the fusionfission reaction of 238 U on 12 C leading to a compound 250 Cf with excitation energy of 45 MeV. The experimental data are taken from [177, 220] .
The experimental set-up allows to measure the mass and charge distributions with good resolution, it provides the isotopic identification of the fission fragments. The isotopic distribution has been obtained for Z = 30 up to The total neutron evaporation multiplicity is around 9 which is in good agreement with our results, where we have two prescission neutrons emitted and 6.7 postscission neutrons. Figure 20 shows the influence of the charge variation on the isotopic distribution. The yellow dots are the isotopic distribution obtained with UCD assumption. The dispersion from the fixed Z F F /A F F = Z fiss /A fiss is due to evaporated particles before and after scission. The color boxes allow to estimate the isotopic cross-section and give the impression how big change is done due to the implementation the charge variation in the scission process.
For the moderate mass of the compound nucleus ( 111 In), the experimental isotopic distribution is displayed in fig. 21 together with the theoretical estimations. The charge variation with σ Z = 0.6 and 0.8 are verified. Almost for each element the better description of the measured data is done with σ Z = 0.8. Similar investigation was done for a heavy system 250 Cf in [64] and complementary isotopic distributions are shown in fig. 22 .
The reaction 22 Ne + 238 U → 260 No with beam energies: 6 AMeV (E = 120 MeV) and 7.4 AMeV (E = 149 MeV) [200] permits to check the isotopic distribution for higher excitation energies than in case of 250 Cf at E = 45 MeV. The experimental data are available only for samarium and cesium (Z = 37 and 55) isotopic chains and they are presented in fig. 23 . The influence of the charge variation parameter is clearly visible and the best reproduction is obtained for σ Z = 0.8. Further tests are necessary but this preliminary discussion for fission of the medium mass CN 111 In and heavy system 250 Cf allows to draw a conclusion that the width of the charge variation is independent of the size of the fissioning system. The reaction 22 Ne + 238 U → 260 No with different excitation energy ( fig. 23) shows, however, that the σ Z = 0.8 works slightly better for lower energy (E = 120 MeV) and the calculation with σ Z = 0.6 are better for higher excitation energy (E = 149 MeV). As for 111 In reaction the E is around 216 MeV and better reproduction of the isotopic distribution was with lower σ Z = 0.6, the direct connection between excitation energy and width of the charge fluctuation could not be drawn.
Moreover recent articles [79, 229] show that the low energy fission described with the microscopic-like approaches also needs the charge variation but there fluctuation are implemented in less phenomenological way. The isotopic distribution for actinide nuclei has been discussed in [229] where the two-center shell model has been applied for the Langevin model. Apart of deformation-driven collective coordinates, also the charge variation is taken into account on this same footing. The calculation done for fissioning 236 U shows good agreement with experimental data basis for isotopic distribution of Z = 39, 52 and also isotonic distribution with A = 132. That paper confirms that also for low-energy fission description, the charge variation is crucial and should be applied. The charge variation of the fission fragments was taken into account also by another group [79] , which use the five-dimensional deformation space and Brownian-shape motion as the approximation of the Langevin transport equations. The model has been applied to actinide nuclei excited in neutron-or γ-induced reaction to no more than 11 MeV of excitation energy. The odd-even staggering in charge distribution has been well reproduced and the influence of the pairing constituents on the amelioration of the theoretical estimations is shown. The charge variation is governed microscopically by changing the pairing gap, which is partially responsible for the breaking the proton pairs and providing the odd-even staggering in the charge distribution of the fission fragments.
These two articles [79, 229] in addition to our previous [64] and present discussion show directly the importance of the charge variation in different mass regions and also the excitation energies. Even if the charge/mass distribution in medium mass nuclei at 100-200 MeV excitation energy is not sensitive to the implementation of the charge variation in the FF separation process, descriptions of the proton-, neutron-induced reaction with actinides are susceptible to the possibility of non-unified charge distribution in the nascent fragments.
Summary and perspectives
Different kinds of the fission fragment distributions are the most frequent observables studied and measured in various reactions. The dynamical approach shortly presented here is pinned by the stochastic theory. The differential Langevin equations describe the time evolution of the excited nucleus. The change of its shape governed by the interplay between potential energy and inertia and friction coefficients. The statistical consideration joint with dynamical modeling provide the description of the particles evaporation from the fissioning nucleus. Depending on the excitation energy and the mass of the compound nucleus, the calculated MED are more or less sensitive to various constituents of the transport equations. The deexcitation of medium mass compound nuclei is highly dependent on the PES model used to calculate the deformation and rotation energies, almost opposite to the heavy nuclei. The moderate mass of CN attenuates the dissipation effects thus differences between friction and mass tensor models used in calculations are more pronounced for heavy nuclei. The influence of viscosity on MED parameters depends also on the excitation energy of the system.
During the past two decades dynamical approach based on multidimensional Langevin equations has been widely used for describing the dynamics of heavy-ioninduced fission. In this review we showed potential of this approach with regard to description of the large number of different observables in fusion-fission reactions. In our opinion, the results obtained in recent years with the use of the multidimensional stochastic approach are impressive. In particular, calculations in the 3D Langevin dynamics naturally reproduce the variances of the MED distribution of fission fragments and also their significant growth with the compound nucleus fissility parameter. These characteristic pronounced features of the MED distributions cannot be explained within the framework of fission models conventionally used for the analysis of fragment distribution and the previously favored 2D Langevin calculations. Within 3D Langevin dynamics the angular momentum influence on the MED characteristics were thoroughly studied and well understood [48, 49] . In addition, within the developed multidimensional approach it is possible [63, 213] to describe quantitatively fine correlation characteristics of the MED of fragments with evaporated prescission neutrons. Now there is evidently no doubt that a dynamical stochastic approach combined with evaporation of light prescission particles and gamma quanta provides the most adequate description of the investigated fusion-fission reactions. At the same time, the ingredients of dynamical equations are not well defined, and some ambiguity exists in determination of inertia and friction parameters. As before, it primarily concerns the choice of the coordinate and temperature dependencies of friction parameter (tensor).
It would also be desirable to emphasize that the systematic calculations of the MED distribution of fragments and prescission neutron multiplicities performed within 3D [19, 27, 49] and 4D [61, 63, 159, 213, 230] stochastic approach have made it possible to unambiguously choose, after a long discussion, which nuclear viscosity mechanism (two-body or one-body) is realized during nuclear fission. A simultaneous description of the fission fragment MED parameters and the mean prescission neutron multiplicities is attained for the one-body mechanism of viscosity in its modified variant [56, 57] with the reduction coefficient k s = 0.25-0.5 for the contribution from the wall formula. The calculations performed in [63] have shown that deformation-dependent coefficient k s (q) found on the basis of "chaos-weighted" formula [137] yield almost the same results as those using constant k s coefficient from the interval 0.2 < k s < 0.5 [63, 159, 213, 231] . The attenuation of the dissipation relative to the wall-formula predictions for a fissile nucleus with highly symmetric configuration (such as a sphere or weakly deformed ellipsoid) is now understood well both from use of quantum-mechanical calculations and from ideas of chaos theory. However, the abnormally sharp increase of the dissipation for strongly deformed configurations close to scission which was introduced in the calculations of Fröebrich and Gontchar has yet to receive a proper theoretical explanation despite the good agreement of their calculations with experimental data. Therefore, the character of the mechanism of dissipation realized in fission requires further both theoretical and experimental study.
One should note that the k s value found in different theoretical studies should be compared with caution. The important feature of any theoretical model is the number of collective coordinates included for the dynamical consideration. As was found in refs. [63, 213] the inclusion of the K collective coordinate into the 3D model changes the prediction for the k s value, which fits best the ex-perimental data. The same is true in case of comparison of 3D model, and dynamical models with lower dimensionality. For example, the sharp increase of the dissipation for strongly deformed configurations close to scission was introduced in the 1D calculations of Fröebrich and Gontchar in order to get the good agreement of theoretical calculations with experimental data. In refs. [17, 28] it was also shown how the inclusion of mass-asymmetry collective coordinate to the 2D dynamical model will influence the parameters of fission fragment energy distribution. The influence of the dimensionality of the model on the fission width and different experimental observables is presented in refs. [232, 233] . Moreover, even details of some specific parametrization of nuclear shapes could influence the calculated results, as it is shown for example in ref. [234] . Another important point which influences the predicted k s value is the number of observables taken for the analysis. In order to have a severe constraints on the predicted k s values theoretical model should consider as many experimental observables as possible. Otherwise, theoretical model dealing only with limited number of observables and/or modeling only one or two collective coordinates could come to wrong conclusions about dissipation strength and its dependence on collective coordinates. Therefore, it is extremely difficult to compare predictions of dissipation strength found in various theoretical models, which use different parameterizations of nuclear shapes, different dimensionality and dealing with investigations of different observables.
The extensions of 3D Langevin dynamics by adding the tilting degree of freedom (K coordinate) [61, 63] and the collective coordinate of the charge asymmetry η Z [64, 103, 104] to the three collective coordinates that describe the shape of the fissioning nuclei were successful. The 4D Langevin dynamics with K coordinate makes it possible to treat dynamically the angular distribution of fission fragments in addition to evaluation of the parameters MED of fragments and the mean prescission neutron multiplicities.
Different possibilities of the deformation-dependent dissipation coefficient (γ K ) for the K coordinate are investigated. The presented results [159, 213] demonstrate that impact of the k s and γ K parameters on the calculated observables characteristics can be selectively probed. The nuclear viscosity with respect to nuclear shape parameters influences n pre , the fission fragment MED parameters, and the angular distribution of fission fragments. At the same time the dissipation coefficient γ K affects the angular distribution of fission fragments only. It was found that it is possible to describe the experimental data on the angular distributions of fragments consistently with the deformation-dependent γ K (q) coefficient for shapes featuring a neck, which predicts quite small values of γ K = 0.077 (MeV zs) −1/2 and constant γ K = 0.1-0.4 (MeV zs) −1/2 for compact shapes featuring no neck.
The 4D Langevin dynamics with η Z coordinate makes it possible to calculate the charge and the isotope distributions of fission fragments in addition to the observ-ables evaluated in 3D Langevin dynamics. The dynamical approach to the formation of the charge distribution of fission fragments shows [102] [103] [104] that statistical equilibrium with respect to the charge mode can be established at each instant of time throughout the entire descent from the saddle point to scission except for its very last stage directly preceding the rupture of the neck. This explains the successful use of the statistical model for calculations of the fission fragment charge distribution. We mention especially that in the method of calculation of isotopic distribution of fission fragments suggested in [64] and described in this review in sect. 5 statistical estimation of the charge distribution variance is used as a key idea that allows not to consider η Z as an additional collective coordinate. At the same time in the recent work [229] η Z was considered as an independent collective coordinate in 4D Langevin dynamics with specific assumptions about inertia and friction coefficient of the charge mode. Both methods of calculation of the isotopic distribution provide a sufficient accuracy in description of the experimental data.
The isotopic/isobaric FF distributions are the most detailed observables, but they demand much more experimental and theoretical efforts. The iso-distribution contains already information about multiplicities and sort of emitted particles during full fission process and also about the mass/charge/total kinetic distributions as it is integral part. The isotopic distribution is sensitive to the potential energy models as well as to the dissipation mechanism. Thus, the experimental and theoretical studies of the iso-distributions can provide additional information about fission dynamics.
The theoretical description of the fission dynamics is a subject of deep studies and there are few ways to further developments. As it is done by [53, 72, 80] the investigation of the most optimal shape parametrization for the description of the fissioning nuclei is crucial because the more flexible and reach ensemble of nuclear deformations should help to reproduce in calculations the experimental fission fragment kinetic energy distributions.
Another important point is tackling shell effects in proper excitation energy range. The highly excited nucleus cools down quite fast by evaporation of prescission particles and also its angular momentum is decreasing. Thus, the shell effects in the last steps of evaporation chain are important and could influence the final observables.
Finally, the time evolution of the excited nucleus is substantially dependent on the initial condition used in dynamical calculations. The dynamical description of the movement of two nuclei toward each other and the emulation of the time evolution of the di-nuclear system after contact of colliding ions could provide the most complete description of the fusion-fission, quasi-fission and fastfission process. The step in this direction has now been performed [72, 235, 236] .
